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ABSTRACT

The implementation of policies and an educational
system used by the United States government to destroy

Native Nations created great hardship and everlasting
wounds within their communities.

Native Americans of all

ages were removed from their homes, placed in schools,

relocated to reservations,

and

where the foundation was

developed to usher Native Americans into their role as a

subordinate society.

It was revealed that boarding schools

provided horrid living conditions and no healthcare to
students,

which contributed to the high mortality rates

among Native American youth.

the establishment of the U.S.

This occurred from the time of

government until the 1980s,

when a fight for the revitalization of native cultures and
sovereignty led to a dramatic increase in higher education
for Native Americans and the triumph of casino gaming.

James Fenelon's

Culturicide, Resistance, and Survival

of the Lakota (Sioux Nation)

(Native Americans:

Interdisciplinary Perspectives)

provides a cultural-

sociological framework in which arguments of cultural

genocide are used to describe the policies forced on Native
Nations.
U.S.

This cultural suppression was perpetuated by the

government, which created a subordinate society of

iii

Native Americans and placed them into a role of
inferiority.

This thesis aims to contribute to the

literature by discussing Native American discrimination
while focusing on the education system and policies the
Native Americans suffered through. A push to remove the

sovereignty of Native Nations through assimilation by the
U.S.

government has led to arguments that Native Americans

have been the recipients of cultural suppression.
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INTRODUCTION
Native Americans in the United States have experienced

various assimilation tactics through government policies
that sought to create a subordinate native society.

This

writing will analyze the Native American experiences
involving the various forms of assimilation and culturally

destructive tactics used against them through government

policies that sought to rid Native Nations of their
sovereignty.

This thesis will also discuss the poor health

at Native American boarding schools that contributed to the
destruction of Native Nations by implementing forms of
cultural genocide,

and then will progress into the

empowerment of Native Nations that has led to increased

higher educational opportunities and Native American gaming
casinos.

To maintain a clear theme for this piece,

rooted in the education process,

which is

genocidal acts through the

destruction of culture will be addressed from here forward.
There are other events that give evidence of what could be

considered outright genocide,

or massacre killings,

argument is beyond the scope of this writing.

but the

Examples in

this thesis will only be addressed briefly to give context

to what was happening before a push to educate and

1

assimilate Native Nations was pursued by the U.S.
government to remove their sovereignty.

The U.S.

government's various strategies to force

Native Americans to assimilate led to constant conflicts

and oftentimes the death of Native American people. After
the founding of the United States in 1776,

the first

hundred years of interaction with Native Americans created
the foundation for an onslaught of the government imposing
the will of a dominant culture upon Native Nations that had
been labeled "uncivilized." Education was not the initial
solution used to solve this "Indian problem";

instead,

eradication was the original pursuit of the U.S.

government.

From the founding of the U.S. until the end of

the Civil War in the 1860s,

the United States maintained

practices that promoted cultural genocide and eradication.
These practices included laws such as the Indian Removal
Act signed by President Andrew Jackson on May 28,

1830,

which led to the death of thousands of Native Americans.
This act authorized the president to "negotiate" terms with
the Native Americans who inhabited the southern parts of
the United States to have them removed.

This "negotiation"

designated that in exchange for their homelands,

Native

Americans would be relocated to federal lands west of the

2

Mississippi River.1 The act consisted of relocating five
tribes deemed by government officials civilized enough to
be retrained as agriculturally based societies.2 The tribes

included the Choctaw,

Seminole,

Muscogee Creek Indians,

Cherokee,

Chickasaw,

and

because these groups had been

recognized as autonomous nations by the U.S.

government.

Furthering the removal of sovereignty from Native Americans

through the acculturation process begun by President George
Washington,3 Jackson's policy was a seemingly just way of

taking the land from Native Americans who had the rights to
the land because they are recognized as nations.

This

removal led to approximately four thousand Native Americans

deaths during the forced march to their new homeland, which

became known as the Trail of Tears.

Events like this one,

in which Native Americans were led to their deaths or moved

to uninhabitable areas and left to survive,

were not

unusual for the time. These kinds of policies are costly to
implement; moving hundreds of people is time consuming and
preparations are expensive.

It was not until the large

1 Paul Francis, The Great Father: The United States Government and the
American Indians, vol. 1 (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press,
1984), 206.
2 Indian Removal Act, Primary Documents in American History: The Library
of Congress Online, 1830.
http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/ourdocs/Indian.html.
3 Theda Perdue, Mixed Blood Indians: Racial Construction in the Early
South (Athens, Georgia: The University of Georgia Press, 2003), 51.
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financial losses imposed by the Civil War that the U.S.
economy was unable to support the constant warring with

Native Nations,

forcing the government to find a less

expensive approach to dealing with Native Americans.

Recognizing the need to bring an end to the Native American
conflicts—"Indian Wars"—eradication was thought a lost

cause and the need to find an alternative method was

pursued.
The U.S.

government decided that education was cheaper

and suggested that native people be fused into American
culture through schooling,

an alternative to eradication.

This process was implemented, but there was no intent to

make the people of Native Nations full citizens.

The Annual

Report of the Secretary of the Interior claimed that making

Native Americans self-sufficient would ease the financial
burden that the government was experiencing.

1880s the secretary of the Interior,

In the late

Henry Teller,

estimated that waging war on Native American tribes and
providing protection to white communities would cost $22

million annually,

whereas educating 30,000 Native Americans

students would cost $5.5 million.4 This system promoted the

4 Henry M. Teller, Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior
(Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1882), 10-15.
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removal of Native American children from their families and
encouraged them to forget their culture and language by
allowing them to restart their lives with new American

ideals.

The Native Americans became dependent upon the

government to provide an education and assimilation into

the American society.

Dependency was not a foreseen effect

of this because the government believed that the education
it was providing gave Native Americans the ability to

become self-sufficient,

and the primary goal of these

educational institutions was to bring about the

deculturization of the "savages." The government later used
this new higher education as an excuse to relinquish

responsibility for clothing and feeding Native Americans;

instead they were to become educated and self-sufficient.5
Using education in conjunction with government policies to

accomplish the assimilation of Native Americans from the
1870s to the 1970s,

the U.S.

government sought to establish

an educational system that focused on killing the Native
American mind while preserving the people.

The lack of a culturally appropriate approach to the
education system created for Native Americans by the

dominant American culture led to the establishment of
5 Teller, Annual Report, 15-17.
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educational goals that only furthered the gap between
Native American youth and mainstream society. As a result,

"any critical theoretical work on racial inequality in

schooling must therefore involve some sober reflection on
the racial character of the production of curriculum.7,6 In

later chapters,

this concept of lacking a culturally

appropriate approach will help to explain why many Native

American children died at schools and others sought to
escape.
Creating a dominant society while attempting to allow

Native Americans to maintain some form of sovereignty set

the stage for what became a brutal relationship between

their culture and the United States.

Several policies were

given names that blatantly reveal the intention of the U.S.

government toward Native Americans at the time of their

establishment.

Terms like

assimilation, termination,

removal, and reorganization have assisted in creating a
subordinate people by suppressing their tribal structures,

cultures,

languages, breaking up their families,

and

forcing Native Americans into a position of inferiority. At

times Native American traditions were banned from curricula
6 Cameron McCarthy, Race and Curriculum: Social Inequality and the
Theories and Politics of Difference in Contemporary Research on
Schooling (Philadelphia: The Falmer Press, 1990), 122.
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at educational institutions,

Native Americans,

banned from being practiced by

and the cause of military conflicts.

The

children who were "saved" from their own culture found

themselves having the "Indian" beaten out of them at
schools so they could learn how to be good,

subordinate

Americans.
Placing themselves into a position of dominance over
Native Americans,

the U.S.

government's belief in cultural

dominance becomes the central theme when looking at the

educational practices and policies used on the indigenous

cultures.7 Concepts of superiority grew from the deep-seated
view of Native Nations as populations of "savages" that

were undeveloped after their "discovery" during the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries by Europeans.

Originating

from European thinking of that time, American

anthropologists introduced verbiage such as "primitive" and
"tribal" to the mainstream educational system,
greater extent the Native Americans.

and to a

This promoted the

belief that it was necessary to teach the dominant
society's culture at schools,

which reproduced and

reinforced that the dominant culture is not to be contested

7 Gregory Cajete, Look to the Mountain: An Ecology of Indigenous
Education (Durango, CO: Kavaki’ Press, 1994).
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openly.8 This has led to mainstream societal acceptance of
the ideology that Native Americans were primitive people

that today find themselves in poverty because they have
failed to adapt to the modern world.

With evidence that it was cheaper to educate Native

Americans than continue to fight with them and a

popularizing mindset that they merely needed to be educated
in the American way of life,

the boarding school system

became a top priority to solve the "Indian problem." Using

a developing educational plan for cultural destruction
disguised as assimilation,

government policies sought to

further separate and disassociate Native American
communities.

Seeking to dismantle the tribes by enacting

regulations that made Native Americans citizens of the

United States,

the government granted itself the authority

to remove Native American children from their homes and
place them in boarding schools.

Separating Native American

children from their homes and families, making them forget

the ways of their people,

and forcing them to convert to

Christianity became the order of the day. A more detailed

8 Jorge Noriega, "American Indian Education in the United States:
Indoctrination for Subordination to Colonialism," in The State of
Native America, ed. Annette Jaimes (Boston: South End Press, 1992),
370-390.
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examination of the assimilation process of Native Americans
is possible through analysis of the creation and

transformation of these boarding schools,

which originated

with the first missionary schools established by the

Spanish in 1568 in Cuba.

Government policies and boarding schools did not

emphasize healthcare for students who were taken away from
the only life they knew.

stems from two issues.

The lack of sufficient healthcare

First healthcare was not considered

as important as it is in modern times,

and second the

health of Native Americans was not a concern.

Native

children dying at school was simply due to the perceived
weakness of their people.

Following the children through

their experiences and declining health status at these

boarding schools brings insight into the pain that so many
Native Americans faced during this culturally destructive

process.

The journey through the boarding school

development reveals a sad insight into the mainstream
thinking of the time.

American culture,

Reflecting the elitist mentality of

these schools maintained a curriculum

that sought only to force students to conform and become
Americanized through means of torture and humiliation.

Cutting the hair of Native American children and punishing

9

them for speaking in their native tongues are only a few
examples of the daily struggles.

It is not uncommon to find

that many of these schools have cemeteries of their own
that are the final resting places of children who succumbed
to sickness,

suicide.

physical abuse,

and melancholy leading to

The lack of basic healthcare at boarding schools

resulted in numerous horror stories and declining health
status among Native American students throughout the

country. As with most species or cultures,

cherished;

life is

upon hearing horrible stories of boarding school

way of life,

Native Nations focused on gaining control of

their education and rebuilding their remaining communities.
This empowered many Native Americans to stand up and

support the rebuilding of their culture and prevent its
destruction through the boarding school process,

as well as

to improve the health status of Native American children.
Struggling to gain recognition as a people,

Americans established a movement with the title

Native

self-

determination. It focused on rebuilding tribal communities
and reestablishing self-government to restore the culture
of Native Nations.

The self-determination movement also

wanted to redirect control of education and reservation

policies back to Native Nations.

10

The origin of Native

American self-determination can be traced back to the

1930s,

when government policies began to favor Native

Americans.9 One example is the Indian Reorganization Act of

1934,

which was put in place to allow Native Americans to

reorganize their governments,

which had fallen into

disarray when their land was separated into individual
parcels.

The act brought closure to the separation of

Native American land,

returning some of the control over

native territories back to tribal governments,

yet the main

goal was to reduce the control the Bureau of Indian Affairs

maintained within boarding schools.

Native American

children were rapidly forgetting their own culture and

heritage as a result of an education system that was not

designed with their cultural preservation in mind.10 The act
fell short of its goal,

as government officials made

changes to it in an attempt to satisfy lobbyists.11 By the

1950s government policy regarding Native Americans saw some
backlash as policymakers sought to terminate the distinct
relationships established between the government and the
Native American tribes,

returning assimilation to the top

9 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Regulation of the Indian Office (Washington,
DC: Government Printing Office, 1930).
10 William C. Canby Jr., American Indian Law in a Nutshell (Saint Paul,
MN: West Publishing Company, 2004), 52-60.
11 Jack Utter, American Indians: Answers to Today's Questions (Norman,
OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001), 55-74.
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priority to be achieved through government policy.

This

resulted in the non-recognition of more than one hundred
tribes and led to further hardships for Native Americans as
government policy increased the role of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs throughout America.12

Beginning in the 1960s,

the fight for the

revitalization of Native Nations'
gained strength;

culture and sovereignty

through a surge of activism for civil

rights the Native American self-determination movement
found increased support from the American population.

The

increased strength brought about the Indian Civil Rights
Act in 1968,

after government officials acknowledged the

failures of the initial self-determination policies put

into place.

The U.S.

government also acknowledged that

complete assimilation was an unjust scenario for Native
Americans.

Considering these failures,

the Indian Civil

Rights Act was enacted to defend the rights of Native

Americans in adherence with the Bill of Rights.13 The selfdetermination movement for Native American rights was not

officially recognized by the U.S.

government until

12 Laurence M. Hauptman, Tribes & Tribulations: Misconceptions about
American Indians and Their Histories, 1st ed. (Albuquerque, NM:
University of New Mexico Press, 1995), 41-52.
13 Canby Jr., American Indian Law, 72-79.
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President Nixon spoke on the matter during a congressional
message in 1970 that focused on Native American policy.

Under Nixon,

Congress passed additional legislation that

established new programs intended to improve the

relationship between the federal government and Native
Americans.

Seeking to gain trust with each other,

new

policies allowed Native Americans to govern themselves once

again. Newly created programs brought government funding to
support the progress of Native Americans,

as the federal

government sought to "right" some of the wrongs that were
implemented in prior policies.14

As the self-determination movement became stronger

during the civil rights movement,

which reflected negative

international and national attention,

the U.S.

government

was forced to give into the people. Native Americans saw
the benefits of demanding to be heard because this

historical movement forced the government to respect the
demands of the people.

The Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistance Act of 1975 was established as a

result of Native Americans standing up for themselves and

using protest tactics that forced the government to listen

14 Charles Wilkinson, Blood Struggle: The Rise of Modern Indian Nations
(Boston: W. W. Norton & Company, Incorporated, 2006), 240-247.
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to their demands.

This act also permitted tribes to develop

programs and distribute funds by dealing directly with

government officials,

as opposed to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs controlling everything.
U.S.

Through this program the

government could also collaborate directly with tribes

to manage healthcare and education.15

Since Native Americans were becoming a political
force,

they used the strength to establish gaming casinos.

The Native American communities saw huge gains in political
strength following the victory of

Cabazon vs. California,

which permitted Native American gaming to be established
and legally run by tribes.

Casinos have created viable

incomes for a relative few tribes located in favorable
areas.

The casino revenues gained are helpful but typically

benefit the tribe they belong to and not the entire Native
American population. Through casinos,

Native Americans have

also seen a rise in their educational possibilities.

with this advancement,

Even

many face poverty, which is still

widespread throughout Native American communities.
After learning of the suffering Native Americans have

experienced,

it is still troubling to learn that on many

occasions the U.S.

government and its representatives

15 Utter, American Indians, 102-110.
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rationalized these conditions as not only necessary, but
also convinced the nation that they were providing a better

future for Native Americans by forcing them to go through
these hardships.

This mindset permitted many to believe

that turning Native American savages into "civilized"

Americans relieved them of their backward thinking and
allowed them to become assimilated into a new culture.

Today,

there are numerous discoveries contributing to the

recovery of lost knowledge about Native Americans.

It is

through these discoveries that we learn that these people

are not lost heathens who wandered the land aimlessly,

searching for food and refuge from the weather.

only

Instead,

we

have come to understand that they were already educating
themselves and advancing their own culture.

Native American people of today,

Much like the

they still seek to provide

for the next generation and struggle to give opportunities

to their children that they were not afforded.

Self-

determination in the twenty-first century encouraged their

fight to regain sovereignty while seeking higher education.

Even with the recent success Native Americans have
experienced,

the struggle to maintain their culture is

still ever present in their lives as they become a larger

part of American society.

15

Historiography
There is a limited amount of literature focusing on
the assimilation of Native Americans.

To try to understand

how the process began and where it is today,
can start with the work of Dr.

a researcher

Clifford Trafzer, who has

been cited in many books on Native American education and
history.

Dr.

Trafzer is the director of Graduate Studies at

the University of California in Riverside.

contributions include

His chief

Boarding School Blues, a book that

was co-written with Jean Keller and Lorene Sisquoc. Another

outstanding book is As Long As the Grass Shall Grow and

Rivers Flow: A History of Native Americans, where Dr.
Trafzer not only produces clear,

compelling writing,

but

also brings forth the complex histories of Native American

societies in a comprehensive manner. Additional work that
helped to make this research project possible includes

Education for Extinction American Indians and the Boarding

School Experience 1875-1928 by David Wallace Adams, which
discusses the American government's attempt to eliminate

the Native American culture from future generations through

boarding school education.

American Indian Education: A

History, by Jon Reyhner and Jeanne Eder, also proved to be
invaluable.

Reyhner and Eder discuss the effects of an

16

English language system and the government policies aimed

at "civilizing" the Native American population.
Keller's

Jean A.

Empty Beds: Indian Student Health at Sherman

Institute 1902-1922 is a compilation of the health factors
surrounding Native American boarding schools,

and provides

information on the health of students at boarding schools

in Southern California.

Possibly the most important

contribution to this writing is the National Archives in
Perris,

California.

The National Archives maintains a

portion of the letters and documents that represent first

hand accounts of the history of Native Americans who

experienced the assimilation process.

These writings have

opened up old wounds for the Native Americans who lived

through the education system that focused on assimilation.
Without the research and writings of these authors,

scholars would be lost on the subject.

Boarding School Blues is a collection of essays that
attempts to address the different characteristics of the

boarding school experience Native Americans faced in the
United States.

The essays contained within are from first

hand accounts provided by research conducted by the
Department of History of the University of California,
Riverside,

with the support of the Sherman Indian High

17

School and Museum,
Luiseno Indians.

the Soboba,

and the Pechanga Band of

Together these groups provided the

material needed to create this book.

students vary considerably.

The experiences of

The writers considered it

necessary to incorporate examples that represent not just

negative experiences but also the enjoyable times students
had at. boarding school.

Native American boarding schools

not only affected the lives of students, but also their

parents and the Native American communities.

This book is

the first collection of essays that focuses on the

experience at Native American boarding schools.

Boarding

School Blues looks at a wide range of issues, including
Christianity,

sports,

life of students.

punishment,

runaways,

and the daily

The book portrays the enjoyable as well

as the more painful aspects of the boarding school

experience by comparing studies done at different schools,

regions,

and tribes,

but more importantly it sheds light on

the gray area between the good times and the bad that

Native American children often faced.
Dr.

Trafzer's other main contribution to Native

American literature,

As Long as the Grass Shall Grow and

Rivers Flow: A History of Native Americans, follows the
chronology from prehistory up to present.

18

Focusing on the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries,

the book gives the

reader a look into the deeply rooted Native American

traditions and heritage.

The title of this book references

a message that had been sent by Andrew Jackson,
president in 1830s.

and Chickasaws,

He was corresponding with the Choctaws

informing them that he pre-arranged to move

them to west of Mississippi,
own,

who was

giving them "land of their

which they shall possess as long as grass grows or

water runs."16

Jean Keller a professor of Native American history.
Her instruction at Palomar College offers students the
opportunity to learn about the true history of Native
Americans.

In her book Empty Beds:

Indian Student Health at

Sherman Institute, 1902-1922, Keller creates a vivid
description of the living and health conditions during the

establishment of the Sherman Institute in Southern
California.

Readers are given well-informed scenarios that

Native American students and their educators faced by

focusing on the data of the epidemics that ravaged Native
American students while incorporating how the staff charged

with the care of the students handled these situations.

ie Daniel Feller, The Papers of Andrew Jackson, Volume III, 1829
(Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee, 2007), 494.

19

Empty Beds analyzes the early stages of change that took
as ideology pertaining

place in Native American education,

to student health at the Sherman Institute constantly
changed from 1902 to 1922.

Starting with the Carlisle

Indian School's founding in 1879,

Native American boarding

schools were not yet known as unhealthy settings for Native

American children.

Yet by the 1900s,

expanding concern for

the health of students at boarding schools became a

priority for the education system. The standard of

healthcare at Native American education institutions
started to rise throughout the country.

how,

unlike most other facilities,

Keller discusses

the Sherman Institute

attempted to rectify the epidemics and accidents that

commonly took place at the schools during their early

stages in the twentieth century. The book identifies how
the Sherman Institute adhered to new Bureau of Indian

Affairs health policies by implementing preventative
measures for the students at the institution.

Keller gives

a detailed description of how healthy the student
population at Sherman Institute was compared to other off-

reservation schools.

Shedding some light on the exemplary

care given to the Native American student population at the

Sherman Institute,

Keller explores the unique level of

20

health,

which is contradictory to widespread perceptions of

how boarding schools essentially only led to high death

rates for students.

This book is the first piece of

literature to focus on Native American health at offreservation boarding schools.

Offering a new conclusion

inspires scholars to search out more instances in which
Native Americans had positive and thriving experiences at
boarding schools.

Education for Extinction: American Indians and the

Boarding School Experience, 1875-1928 by David Adams
analyzes the concept of the last "Indian War" fought
against Native Americans.

Taking the fight to the dorms and

classrooms at the government-controlled boarding schools

led to a nearly complete destruction of Native American
culture in America. Adams contemplates the approach taken

by the United States government,

in which it pursued

assimilation by removing children from their homes to
provide them with an education. Adams also gives readers a
portrait of policymakers who reasoned that American

"civilization" would take hold through Native American
children by removing their "savagism" and allowing Native

American ideology to fade into extinction. Adams created
the first comprehensive description of the disheartening

21

effort made by the government to assimilate the Native

Americans into American culture. Adams's book goes beyond
merely studying federal Native American policy.

His writing

gives a detailed look into daily experiences that Native
American youth faced in a system that encompassed total
institution practices that sought to rebuild them

psychologically and culturally.

Especially moving to read

is the manner in which Adams describes the various ways

students resisted assimilation,

giving readers the

opportunity to hear of escape plots,

arson,

and plans of

resistance. Adams argues that often students who appeared
to be cooperative were passive actors in the dramas that

unfolded,

yet they too played active roles in the

underground fight to preserve their culture. Moving on to
the struggles that students faced when returning to

reservation life, Adams analyzes the different ways

returning students struggled to make sense of their lives.
The book comes full circle as Adams ends with the
government gradually retreating from assimilation and
allowing Native Americans to be in charge of their own

future.

Relying on government archives and school

newspapers,

Adams has created a touching account,
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creating

an indispensable analysis for scholars and anyone else who
is interested in studying this part of American History.

The work of Jon Reyhner and Jeanne Eder was also used

extensively to create this thesis.

Their book,

American

Indian Education: A History, gives insight into the
education system and government policies that affected
Native Americans.

It discusses topics ranging from the

establishment of missionary schools that provided
educations for Native Americans to policies enacted as

recently as 2003.

It uses first-hand accounts from students

and teachers to give a comprehensive analysis of the ever
changing policies directed toward and affecting Native

American education,

giving particular focus to the Native

American Languages Act.

Seven of the chapters in this book

are dedicated to Native American education,

focusing on

government policies and philosophies, by using the process

of learning English as an underlying focus to the book.

The

writers maintain the importance of changing someone's
dominant language and how it can impact an entire

community.

It also brings all the arguments discussed

together by asking how children can be taught English as

their main language while trying to keep Native American
culture alive.

This book is an up-to-date source for anyone
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interested in the missionary educational system pertaining

to government efforts to Christianize and "civilizes"

Native American children.

Finally the work of James Fenelon,

professor of

sociology at California State University,

San Bernardino,

has created revolutionary insight on the effects and intent

of the United States government's effort to dominate Native
American society. His dissertation,

Culturicide,

Resistance, and Survival of the Lakota (Sioux Nation),
provided the model in which the framework of this work was
created.

Dr.

Fenelon has published book chapters in several

different works that cover a range of Native American

issues,

from ethnic conflicts and social policies to the

effects of these policies.

Dr.

Fenelon has published

various articles in the Humboldt Journal

of Social

Relations, American Indian Culture and Research Journal,
and

Journal of World-Systems Research. The research of Dr.

Fenelon has taken him across the world to visit and work in
many countries,

Malaysia.

including Denmark,

Haiti,

China,

Japan,

and

His recent Indigenous Peoples and Globalization

Resistance and Revitalization with Tom Hall has assisted
indigenous people around the world in the pursuit of

recognition by the governments that suppressed them.
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Dr.

Fenelon has dedicated his professional career to assisting
the social struggles of indigenous people and instructing

students to make positive contributions for a future of
equality in the twenty-first century.

Methodology
The term cultural genocide is applied to Native

Americans in reference to the education system and the
policies created by the U.S.

government to assist them in

the assimilation process. Cultural genocide is not a new

concept,

as civilizations have been practicing the art of

attempting to completely destroy each other for as long as
man has recorded history.

With the use of James Fenelon's systems analysis for
genocidal models,

this paper seeks to identify the range of

movement along a sliding scale covering the various forms

of assimilation from outright genocide to lesser forms of
destruction such as cultural genocide,

and continuing on to

analyze how dominant cultures fixate on pursuing the

destruction of cultures with the intent to create a

subordinate through the use of culturicide.

This model

covers the range of cultural dominance completely,
following all the way through to the lowest forms of
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destruction by including cultural suppression and the

lowest form of dominance,

coercive assimilation.1718The scale

does not hold dominant societies to only sliding down;

one

can ascend up the scale from coercion to more destructive

forms of dominance.

Through analysis of the relationship

between the United States and Native Americans,

evidence will show that in several scenarios,

the

from the

definition provided by the model created by Dr.

Fenelon of

the slope leading from genocide to coercive assimilation,

policies and the education system designed to dominate the
Native Americans are examples of cultural genocide used in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the United

States after it adopted the mission system.

To solve the

"Indian problem," some argue that Native Americans were
victims of genocide.

policy changed,

Moving into the twentieth century,

as

the United States changed its position and

moved into cultural suppression and coercive assimilation

policies as its primary goals.

The theory model illustrates

that outright killing is the greatest form of genocide,
while traveling down the slope to cultural genocide,

culturicide,

cultural suppression,

and finally coercive

17 James Fenelon, Culturicide, Resistance, and Survival of the Lakota
(Sioux Nation) (New York: Garland Publishing, 1998), chapter 2.
18 Fenelon, Culturicide, 32-36.
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assimilation are also perceived as forms of cultural

genocide used to create a dominant U.S.

subordinate Native American cultures,
their sovereignty.
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society and

leading to the end of

CHAPTER ONE

DEALING WITH THE INDIANS

This section will look at how the American ideology of

superiority led Native Americans into a subordinate
position in American society.

Using theories that Native

Nations were primitive people allowed for the
rationalization of denying their rights as sovereign

nations,

the U.S.

government has come under fire' for what

some have argued is "far and away the largest genocide in

the history of the world."19 The focus of this chapter is

the policies leading to the establishment of the

educational system for Native Americans by the U.S.

government.
State and federal contributions have been used to
encourage militia groups and support military actions to

attack and kill Native Americans.
the time of the gold rush,

In 1851 and 1852,

during

California paid nearly $1

million to militias that actively hunted and killed Native
Americans,

and by 1857,

the state had issued over $400,000

19 David Stannard, American Holocaust, Columbus and the Conquest of the
New World (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), Introduction.
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in bond payments for anti-Indian militias.20 California's
government took it upon itself to control the "Indian
problem" within its own state borders,

federal policy.21 In 1850,

superseding any

the state of California passed

Chapter 133, An Act for the Government and Protection of
Indians, which legalized taking Native American children
and claiming them as wards of the state.

The statute also

went as far as to incarcerate vagrant "Indians" who lacked
the ability to pay fines to the state and sent them to be

auctioned off as labor for ranchers.
Americans,

Relocating Native

removing children from their families,

and

giving them to white families to be raised in a different

manner than their own culture illustrate cultural genocide.
Joel Spring defines cultural genocide as "the attempt

to destroy other cultures through forced assimilation to
majority rule and cultural and religious standards."22
Cultural genocide can take place when the

"deculturalization" of a. group is used.

This can be defined

20
Heritage We Renounce Gold and Genocide True Story of the 1849
California Gold Rush," Revolutionary Worker 1039 (January 23, 2000),
Part 1.
21 An Act for the Government and Protection of Indians (Chapter 133,
Statutes of California, April 22, 1850),
http://www.indiancanyon.org/ACTof 1850.html.
22 Joel Spring, Deculturization and the Struggle for Equality: A Brief
History of the Education of Dominated Cultures in the United States
(New York: McGraw-Hill Publishing, 2003), 3.
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as "the educational process of destroying a people's
culture and replacing it with a new culture."23 America
attempted to solve the "Indian problem" through an

educational system designed to destroy Native American

culture,

which was accompanied by government policies and

practices that aimed at ripping apart families of the
Native Americans community from the 1820s to the 1970s.
U.S.

The

government believed that "to this indigenous race the

conquests of civilization are unknown and the law of
progress utterly void."24

□sing Assimilation to Rationalize Domination
American values such as Christianity,

individualism,

and private property were forced upon Native Americans by
supporters and government officials alike,
changing their culture.

permanently

The cultural genocide Native

Americans faced through an education system and government

policies that sought the most direct routes to assimilation
is a topic for debate even in modern days.

America's first solutions to fixing the "Indian
problem" date back to George Washington and Henry Knox in

23 Spring, Deculturization, 3-6.
24 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1879.
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the late 1700s,

when America was first established.

Washington and Knox were faced with the fact that Native
Nations were so strong at this time they had to negotiate
with them.

They proposed that America needed to teach

American cultural values to Native Americans because the
population was perceived as savage and in need of
government policy to encourage the "civilizing" process.

This was a means to remove the sovereignty of Native
Nations,

allowing for the complete takeover of the land.

Herbert Welsh,

the nephew of William Welsh,

the first

chairman of the Board of Indian Commissioners,
friend from the University of Pennsylvania,

along with a

Henry Pancoast,

had gone to learn about Native Americans in 1882 at the
request of Welsh's uncle. Welsh and Pancoast spent time
with a Sioux tribe and returned with two conclusions about

Native Americans.

The first was "that Indians were capable

of being assimilated into the mainstream of American life;
and second,

that the only barrier to achieving this

objective was the lack of the sustained will to do so."

Based on the early propositions of Washington and Knox and
the findings of Welsh and Pancoast,

it was assumed that

25 David Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the
Boarding School Experience 1875-1928 (Lawrence, KS: University Press of
Kansas, 1995), 11.
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through education,

the will to become Americans and give up

their own Native Nations would spread throughout Native
American communities.
Education as a means to achieve assimilation was used

by the’U.S.

government in an attempt to transform the

native people into Americans through the abandonment and

destruction of their culture.

1970s,

From the late 1870s to the

through the development of boarding schools and

government policies that encouraged the separation of the
individuals from the tribal community,

the assimilation

tactics used on Native Americans led to acts of cultural
genocide.

The sad reality is that government legislation,

which was intended to help Native Americans,

only led to

heartache and suffering. Native American culture and

traditions were viewed as unnecessary and needing to be

detached from the native way of life because they hindered

them from becoming a part of American society.
The system of Native American education is entwined
with the history of the U.S.

legislation. Government

policies designed to destroy Native American culture caused

three centuries of emotional hardship for many native
people. Many polices were designed and implemented with no

regard for or consideration of the needs of native people,
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because the government's intent was to disband their
communities.

The U.S.

government placed the Bureau of

Indian Affairs in charge of Native American education.

The

Bureau of Indian Affairs designed a system that combined

education with other areas controlled by Indian Affairs to
create a "total institution," where native peoples were
under the control of the government.26 Seeing as the

curriculum and teaching styles were based on American
perspectives, many Native American students chose not to

complete their education because of the lack of a desire to

conform to a system designed to destroy their culture.
Students who did complete their education faced the

difficulties of obtaining employment in a society where they

were not accepted.

On the reservation,

students who had

completed an American-based education did not fit in with

their fellow Native Americans,

who perceived them as

controlled by the government, while off the reservation
they were recognized as inferior among non-natives,

equals.27 Upon returning home,

not

Native American students

often experienced conflicts between the tribal values they

26 Jon Reyhner, American Indian/Alaska Native Education: An Overview
(Tempe, AZ: Northern Arizona University, 2006), 1-4.
27 Paul Boyer, Native American Colleges: Progress and Prospects (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1997), 31-37.
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grew up with and the newly learned American ideals.28 This

disassociation from their heritage demonstrates the act of
cultural genocide experienced by Native Americans through

both U.S. policy and the supporters of assimilation.
The General Allotment Act of 1887,
to as the Dawes Act,

commonly referred

was legislation influenced by the

Indian Rights Association and championed by Senator Henry

Dawes,

who sought to destroy tribal bonds.29 Combined with

the boarding school system,

the Dawes Act aimed to destroy

the Native American culture and its communities.
tribal lands into parcels,

Native Americans,

It divided

gave ownership to individual

and removed the authority of tribal rule.

The separation of land was a means of creating homesteads
for Native Americans,

making them individuals and

destroying their tradition of consulting as a tribe on

matters pertaining to land.
landholder,

By becoming a primary

the incentive of U.S.

citizenship persuaded

many people in the native population to relinquish self

governance through tribal rule and accept the American
government as their governing body.

Breaking up tribal

28 Jon Reyhner and Jeanne Eder, American Indian Education: A History
(Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2004), 169-172.
29 Wilcomb Washburn, The Assault on Indian Tribalism: The General
Allotment Law (Dawes Act) of 1887 (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
1975), 22-25.
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lands caused the separation of tribes into smaller groups,

which decreased their legal power.

Under the stipulations

incurred by becoming American citizens,

native people found

it harder to hold on to their culture because their lives
were no longer protected from mainstream society by tribal

control. America believed the citizenship status that
Native Americans were receiving would ’encourage the gradual

process of giving up what was left of their culture to
fully embrace the American culture. This shows Native

American culture being dissolved by those who believed that

their support of Native American "reculturization"

warranted the dissolving of their customs.

In the end,

the

Dawes Act led to the separation of tribal connections and
authority, but it also turned Native American care over to
the federal government, making them wards of the state.

This had a lasting effect,

as government policymakers would

later look to change legislation to relieve the government

of this responsibility.
Through federal policy and mandatory attendance at

boarding schools,

the U.S.

government believed the

indigenous people were well on their way to giving up their
culture and heritage to join the mainstream population as
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American citizens.

The Native Americans who had not become

citizens yet gained American citizenship under the Indian

Citizenship Act of 1924. A further incentive to give up

their culture and community included rewarding Native
Americans with fifty acres of land. Native American males,
recognized as educated enough to support themselves,

could

make use of this opportunity as long as they agreed to
relinquish treaty rights and any tribal affiliation.

Decades have passed and Native Americans continue to
fight for U.S.

recognition that the policies created under

the guise of assistance were truly genocidal acts.
Referring to the original inhabitants of America as
natives,

as if their communities were an all-encompassing

society,

helped to create the stigma of being "uncivilized"

and undeveloped.

These concepts of inferiority made it

possible for the initial arrival of Europeans,
the American government,

and later

to create this concept of the

"American Indian," a people who needed to be saved from

themselves and their archaic way of life. As a result of
assimilation, Native Americans were forced to find a place
in this new era. With the United States using ideologies

30 Raymond Cross, "American Indian Education: The Terror of History and
the Nation's Debt to the Indian Peoples," University of Arkansas at
Little Rock Law Review Rev. 941 (1999) .
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such as Manifest Destiny to create its newly forming

nation,

the justification for stealing from and

manipulating Native Americans to further their cause

appears to have had few limits. This outright destruction

of Native Nations has come full circle,

leading to the

fight for recognition and revitalization of Native American

culture and sovereign authority in modern times.
As
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Today,

Native American children are still instructed

on the voyage of Columbus as having "discovered" both

America and the native peoples who inhabited it.

Today's

children are also taught that Native Americans were merely

31 James V. Fenelon, "Dual Sovereignty of Native Nations, the United
States, & Traditionalists," Humbolt Journal of Social Relations 27, no.
1 (2000): Originally from James Holy Rock, Grey Eagle Society Message
to the National Indian Education Association. Unpublished proceedings
from NIEA Conference, (Rapid City, S.D.1996).
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primitive people who lacked the ability to assimilate on
their own and were incapable of doing it without the

assistance of the U.S.

government.

These same children are

taught that the poverty many Native Americans face is not

due to social inequality, but instead that it is the direct
result of Native Americans'

assimilate,

perceived inability to

leaving them without the, skills necessary to

take care of themselves.

This instruction ignores that the

sovereignty of Native Americans has been violated many

times over,

and both U.S. military and government policies

were used as legal shields that have oppressed them over
the decades.

Instead of being responsive to the cultural

needs of Native Americans,

the next chapter provides

insight into the boarding school educational system that

was created based on testing performed on Native American

prisoners during the "Indian wars." Under this system the
main aftermath was decades of pain,

emotional scarring,

a cultural wound that Native Americans will always
remember.
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and

CHAPTER TWO

CULTURAL SUPPRESSION

Evidence of a shift from outright genocidal practices
toward Native Americans to culturicide becomes prominent as

the Native American boarding school institution is created.

The harm caused by these facilities contributed to the

death of many Native Americans,

and the curriculum included

cultural suppression and coercive assimilation tactics.
U.S. policymakers realized that the Americanization of the

native populace would not be a smooth transition.
assimilation to take hold,

For

boarding schools resorted to

drastic tactics to reduce the influence of traditional
Native American practices and beliefs.

To achieve this

removal of traditional influence leading to the loss of

Native Nations sovereignty,

the government in the 1880s

outlawed the practice of many native ceremonies such as the
"Sun" and "Ghost" dances as well as potlatches throughout
the country.

This prohibition was intended to promote a

desire to engage in an American way of life and bring an
end to Native American culture by leaving Native Americans

with only the knowledge of American culture.
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Development of the Native American Education System

To ensure the destruction of Native American culture,
the establishment of boarding schools was initiated and
children were forced to attend the educational facilities.

Native American children were force-fed a curriculum that

was sociological and politically based on the superiority

of the dominant culture in the United States.32 With a lack

of culturally responsive teaching,

there was no recognition

of the necessity to incorporate students'

cultural

preferences into all parts of learning.33 This not only

caused a lasting cut on the psyche of Native Americans,

it

also forced the attending students to seek an escape from
their perceived prisons.

Culturally responsive teaching is

the use of past experiences,

cultural knowledge,

teaching that coincides with students'

and

learning styles to

assist learning to make it more suitable and operational
for students by using their strengths.34 These tools were

not used in the creation of the teaching model for Native

Americans;

instead militarized teaching along with a forced

32 Dorothy LeBeau, Todd County School District Lakota Studies Standards
and CREDE (Mission, SD: Center for Research on Education, Diversity &
Excellence Mission, Rosebud Sioux Tribe—Tribal Education Code, 2004).
33 Dorothy LeBeau, "Culturally Responsive Teaching: What is it? How Do
We Do It?" Sub Journal: For Personnel Responsible for Substitute
Teaching 5, no. 1 (Summer 2004): 76-82.
34 Geneva Gay, Culturally Responsive Teaching: Theory, Research, &
Practice
(New York: Teachers College Press 2000), chapter 3.
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ideology of their own inability to exist in modern society
was employed.

Looking at the Native American education

system we will see that the culturally responsive teaching

concepts are ignored until later decades,

when they were

able to influence change in the education system.

Long after Christopher Columbus "discovered" the
Americas in 1492,

the mission system of education for the

indigenous traveled with the missionaries that followed,
allowing Spanish conquistadors to take control of Native

American lands through coercion. Many of the explorers,

travelers,

and missionaries that came into contact with

Native Americans believed they were savages and ignorant of
the ways of man.

They believed that an education would

transform Native Americans into good Christians and an
obedient workforce. As a result of these beliefs,

Spain and

other exploring countries built missions and established
monk-administered schools that became the first places in

which Native Americans were forced to assimilate.
After voyaging to the Americas,

the returning soldiers

and sailors told stories of savages that they had found in
the New World.

They explained that the Native Americans

they had encountered "did not know how to improve their
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lives,

and they did not desire to do so."35 After stories

like these spread through Europe,

a common stigma about

Native Americans during this time of exploration was they

were savages who needed to be tamed to become a viable
workforce for colonizers.

The Spanish wanted to convert the

Native Nations into Catholics and teach them the Spanish
lifestyle.

As a result of these assumptions,

the origins of

the Native American education and assimilation process can
be traced to the Spanish conquest of the eastern seaboard

that began in Havana,

Cuba,

where the Spanish established

the first boarding school in 1568.
Although the popularity of boarding schools that would

educate and "civilize" Native Americans was growing,

the

Native Americans argued that their societies always had a

traditional form of education.

geography,

"Religion,

arts, music, mathematics,

biology,

botany,

and marine biology are

examples of the subjects in which these people had been
studying for generations."36 The sharing of culture and
knowledge is not uncommon to all of humanity,

and it was

not uncommon for tribes to learn each other's languages,

35 Clifford Trafzer, As Long as the Grass Grow and Rivers Flow: A
History of Native Americans (Fort Worth, TX: Harcourt, 2000), 24.
36 Jon Reyhner and Jeanne Eder, American Indian Education: A History
(Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma, 2006), 16.
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engage in trade,

culture.

and share ideas to advance their own

In this collaborative tradition, Native Nations

are no different.

The Native American people had been

living off the land for many years and believed that this
type of education passed down through oral tradition would
help to keep their culture alive and help the new explorers

during their travels across the continent. Although the
exploring countries offered a formal European education
that they believed would help the natives prosper,

the

Native Americans believed that their historical knowledge

of the land would also benefit others.

To overlook the idea

that Native Americans sought to improve their lives,

like

the rest of mankind, was foolish on the part of governments

and scholars alike.
learn,

Native Americans not only wanted to

they also wanted to share their knowledge.

So we went to
exchange

languages

the best

traits

of

living

this

hundreds

and

continent.

people had much to teach us,
them,

and

and not

and ideas,

that had come

experiences
upon

to imitate;

school to copy,

what

a

school
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out

to

develop

of uncountable

thousands

So,

not to

while

of

years

the

white

we had much to teach
could

have

been

established upon that idea!

However,

this was not

the attitude of the day.37
Originally,

Native American tribes and nations

maintained their history through oral tradition and passed
down their knowledge through their offspring to keep their
culture going.

skills,

The males of the tribes were taught hunting

and the females,

where agriculture was available,

were taught farming skills that made them an equal
contributor to the family and supporter of the tribe.

knowledge,

such as hunter-gatherer techniques,

Their

was taught

in accordance with what they believed to be the "necessary
needs of

[their]

people."3839When the explorers and slaves

came from other lands,

the Native Americans learned new

things from the cultures they came into contact with.

did not isolate themselves;

They

instead they sought to learn

and share their own knowledge with the newcomers. This way
of passing knowledge on to others through oral tradition
had become obsolete to the explorers of Europe because of

their formal education system. Although formal schooling
similar to the style of Europe was not common among the

37 Luther Standing Bear, Land of the Spotted Eagle (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1928), 237.
39 Don McCaskill, "Canadian Native Education in Champagne," The Native
North American Almanac 2nd Edition, (September, 2001): 877-79.
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Native American societies,

it did happen in some of the

larger communities.39 Not possessing what Europeans

considered traditional schooling created a gap that allowed
the creation of an education system for Native Americans.
Large financial losses during the Civil War,

with Native American resistance to assimilation,
U.S.

combined
left the

government seeking an alternative mean of

assimilation.

Education for Native American children was

placed at the forefront of peace policies,

education was intended.
across all of America,

Unfortunately,

and quality

like education

Congress did not provide enough

funding for teachers and a well-trained administration.

The

progress made after the Civil War in the late 1860s and

1870s made Native American education a part of the

"national agenda."39
40 This first wave of government funding

provided $100,000 for the Native American school system,
which brought much-needed revenue.

By 1873 the government

was becoming increasingly involved in the Native American
schooling system,

as Indian Affairs officers opened more

schools with a Christian ideology on reservations.41 Many

39 Clifford Trafzer and Richard Scheneman, Andrew George Oral Interview
at Yakama Indian Reservation (November 15, 1980).
40 Trafzer and Keller, Boarding School Blues, 11.
41 Trafzer and Keller, Boarding School Blues, 22-27.
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schools recruited local crafters,

carpenters,

blacksmiths,

and farmers to teach classes on their trade to give the
students vocational training and provide them with skills

to join the American workforce.
The education system put in place for Native Americans
was intended to have a positive impact on their lives

because they had a place to learn and advance their
technical skills,

which gave them hope for the future.

Unfortunately, much like modern-day education,

the school

system was not at the top of the financial agenda.

This

left Native Americans lacking the necessary resources to
provide the mainstream education for their children that

the U.S.

government claimed they needed.

The Native

American schooling system found support in an argument put

forth by Richard Henry Pratt. When the "Indian Wars" were
coming to an end,

Pratt had already begun testing education

on Native Americans who were prisoners of war.

He believed

that Native Americans needed to be taught to discard their
own culture and conform to American ways. At Fort Marion,

"classes in the English language,

Christianity,

and other

various technical skills"42 were forced on Native Americans

42 Alaine Eastman, Pratt, the Red. Man's Moses (Norman, OK: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1935), 296.
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who had surrendered during the Red River War.

Using this

same model to continue his pursuit in assimilating other
Native Americans,
November 1879.

Pratt founded his first school in

The Carlisle Indian Industrial School in

Pennsylvania was the first boarding school created by U.S.
government to be located off of a reservation.

practices developed at Fort Marion,

Using the

Americanization through

forced cultural assimilation is seen by some as cultural

genocide43 because it attempted to eliminate entire Native
American cultures. Maintaining parts of the missionary

style of boarding schools and seeking to design its own

system,

the U.S.

government created an assimilation

structure for Native Americans that was based on a model

created by Richard Pratt during the "Indian Wars." The U.S.
government maintained the boarding school model designed by

Pratt until the 197Qs.
Boarding schools established by the U.S.

government

during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries removed
the children of Native Americans from their families and

prevented the next generations from learning any of their

43 Daniel E. Witte and Paul T. Mero, "Removing Classrooms from the
Battlefield: Liberty, Paternalism, and the Redemptive Promise of
Educational Choice," Brigham Young University Law Review volume 2008
number 2, (2008): 377-85.
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heritages. As the nineteenth century was coming to a close
and the twentieth century was beginning,

the Bureau of

Indian Affairs established an education system founded on

the ideology provided by the Carlisle Indian Industrial

School,

which was in operation from 1879-1918.

This model,

which used a curriculum based on American ideology,
submerged Native American children into American culture by

having staff at the school facilities change the children's
appearance.

Upon arrival at a school,

cutting off the children's long hair

by Native Americans)

common practices like
(traditionally grown

and putting them into school uniforms

were used to begin the submerging process.

It was school

policy that students were forbidden from speaking their

native language and were given American names.
prohibition on speaking their own dialect,
themselves or outside the classrooms,

The

whether among

provided ample time

for Native American children to forget their native

language and assume English as their dominant language.

The

educational experience created by American government

policy turned into a harsh reality for the students as they

began the "reculturization" process,
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and even more so for

younger children taken forcibly from their families and
made to abandon their culture.44

The educational process separated children from their
families and cultures by requiring both attendance and for

students to live on the boarding school premises.

By 1884,

native children under sixteen years of age were mandated by

law to attend Native American boarding schools.

The

children were often forcibly removed from their homes by

government officials,

and those with parents who attempted

to keep their children from the schools found that threats
of prison time were given if they failed to comply.

The

majority of students did not have contact with family

members for an average of ten months, while other students
did not contact their families for years because of the
distance between the schools and their homes.

The isolated

nature of the schools allowed high rates of physical and

sexual abuse to occur.

overcrowding,

In addition to abuse and school

the lack of proper sanitation combined with

not possessing adequate medical care for the students led

to the spread of disease and high death rates.45 The absence

44 Stephen Magagnini, "Long-suffering Urban Indians Find Roots in
Ancient Rituals," The Sacramento Bee, June 30, 1997.
45 Tom Holm, The Great Confusion in Indian Affairs: Native Americans and
Whites in the Progressive Era (Austin, TX: University of Texas, 2005).
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of cultural traditions,
native tongue,

restrictions on speaking in their

and the subjugation to substandard living

and educational conditions led to accusations that the U.S.

government was practicing cultural genocide of the Native

American people. While Native American children were dying

at these schools and losing their culture,

families back

home witnessed their communities taken apart by government

policy. Although these educational facilities have been
demonized for trying to prevent the continuation of Native
American heritage,

the creators of the school system along

with policymakers believed that the natives had no culture

and they could be reeducated with American ideology.

The

advocates of Native American "reculturization" believed

this would create a trickle-down effect.

Bureau of Indian

Affairs officials believed Native American children

returning home with newly learned American values would
change the ideology of the older generations.

Beliefs such

as these supported the evolving government policies

regarding the Native American boarding school system.
Starting with the education curriculum that had been
created by missionaries,

the U.S.

government began pursuing

policies to create an assimilation system for Native

Americans. Once created,

this system was to be mandatory
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and provide for total government control.

The Indian

Affairs Committee convinced Congress to pass an act that
would bring the control of Native American education under

government rule in March 1919; this was called the Indian
Civilization Act.

The idea of this act was to continue

government and missionary programs that sought to
assimilate Native Americans.

Educators were appointed who

followed the curriculum mandated by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.
skills,

Teaching reading and writing,

along with other

was believed to "improve the standard of living of

Indians."46 From the missionary system to the establishment
of Native American boarding schools,
minimal change.

the curriculum saw

The government still believed that the

attending students needed to be civilized and Christianized
to find their place in society.

For this reason the

majority of mission schools were placed alongside
reservations and provided day schooling for young children,
while the off-reservation boarding schools established by

the U.S.

government were placed far from the reservations

with the intent to isolate children from their families.

Keeping children away from their families for long periods

46 Samuel Lyman Tyler, A History of Indian Policy {Washington DC: Bureau
of Indian Affairs, 1973), 45.
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provided the ability for the curriculum to take hold,

making it possible for the Native American students to
forget their culture and become assimilated Americans.
government-mandated attendance at the schools,

With

the

enrollment level continuously increased.
Richard Pratt also believed that Native Nations had to

give up tribal practices,

convert to Christianity,

and

abandon reservation living to seek education and employment
and find their place in American society.

In his writings,

Pratt describes his belief that the government must force
its hand and "kill the Indian in him,

and save the man."47

This idea coincided with Pratt becoming one of the founding

members of the Friends of the Indian Movement,
advocated "civilizing" Native Americans.

this,

which

In order to do

he stated that "the Indians need the chance of

participation you have had and they will just as easily

become useful citizens."48 Pratt viewed Native Americans as

a people who deserved respect and were in need of support,
which should be provided by the U.S.

government.

Pratt

became outspoken against the reservation system because he

47 Richard H. Pratt, Americanizing the American Indians: Writings by the
Friends of the Indian 1880-1900 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1973), 260-71.
48 Robert M. Utley, Battlefield and Classroom: Four Decades with the
American Indian, 1867-1904 (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press,
2004), 215.
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thought it would only create helpless wards of the state,
restrict the progress of education,

civilization of Native Americans.

and in turn inhibit the

Even though he was the

creator of the brutal education system for Native

Americans,

Pratt's newfound appreciation of Native

Americans changed his views on assimilation.

Shifting his

mindset and now believing that attempts to assimilate
Native Americans through education would not work,

Pratt

believed the government needed a different approach.49 By
1904 Pratt's new belief that Native Americans deserved
basic human rights forced his retirement from the Carlisle

Indian Industrial School because government policymakers

believed that his standpoint was a hindrance to Native
American assimilation. At the end of his life,

Richard

Pratt was a leader in supporting Native American causes

that led to a campaign for the humane treatment of the
Native American people.50
Attendance at boarding schools reached its height
during the 1970s,

students.

when enrollment was an estimated 60,000

Investigations completed during the end of the

49 Andrea Smith, "Soul Wound: The Legacy of Native American Schools,"
Amnesty International Magazine, March 26, 2007,
http://www.amnestyusa.org/node/87342.
50 David W. Adams, Education for Extinction: American Indians and the
Boarding School Experience 1875-1928 (Lawrence, KS: University Press of
Kansas, 1995), 4-9.
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twentieth century brought to light more cases of sexual,

physical,

and mental abuse that took place while Native

American children attended school.51 To counter the abusive
nature of the boarding schools and rebuild communities,

Native Americans insisted that schools be established and
run by the people.
on their own,

Native Americans took up this struggle

trying to fight the education system.

Some

tribes created their own schools to provide an education
with a curriculum that taught Native American children

their own language and writing style,

in an attempt to

preserve their cultures and counteract the boarding school

process.

The Cherokees,

Chickasaws,

Muskogee's,

Choctaws,

and Seminoles also used these institutions to help increase

the political awareness and economic sovereignty that would

later become the "driving support for Indian owned and
operated schools in the 20th century."52 Native Americans

have established a few tribal colleges that are run by the
Native American people.

These community schools are

supported by federal government regulations through the

51 Ward Churchill, Kill the Indian, Save the Man: The Genocidal Impact
of American Indian Residential Schools (San Francisco: City of Lights
Books, 2004), 7-13.
52 Trafzer and Keller, Boarding School Blues, Introduction.
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Bureau of Indian Affairs and legislation set forth by
Congress.53

Native people who are located in remote areas still
fight to provide quality education for their children.

In

areas where Native American communities are isolated on
reservations or lack a population large enough for

government-supported education,

Native American children

continue to attend the remaining boarding schools for their

educations.

However,

the number of Native American children

attending these education institutions has fallen to 9,500
students.

This is a large decline from the 60,000 that

attended these schools only forty years ago.

This is seen

as a consequence of the intentional dismissal of Native

American culture in an effort to suppress it in boarding

schools,

which demonstrates a lack of culture

understanding. According to Paul Willis,

culture can hold

different meanings; predominantly it is a lived,

collective

awareness with shared experiences among a group and its
individuals that define a culture.54

53 Andrea Smith, "Soul Wound."
54 Paul Willis, "Cultural Production and Theories of Reproduction," in
Race, Class and. Education, eds. Len Barton and Stephen Walker (London:
Taylor & Francis, 1983) 108-17.
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Ignoring respectful cultural practices,

boarding

schools sought to destroy Native American cultures through

acts of culturicide by teaching future leaders the values

of the dominant society.

Forcing native people into living

situations that transferred them into dependents of the
U.S.

government allowed for that same government to dictate

what education they would receive.

Boarding schools were

designed to break up Native Nations cultures and turn
native people into a minority group.

Instead the

experiences created a culture within the schools,

because a

culture is also "the instance of mediation between a

society and its institutions
curriculum)

(such as schools and

and the experiences of those

and students)

(such as teachers

who are in the institution daily."55 Evidence

of the collaborative creation of a culture is seen in the
drastic change of Pratt's outlook about Native Americans as
he spent more time around them;

he too became part of the

culture that was created at the boarding schools and later
an advocate for Native American rights.

Later this culture

created out of boarding schools will lead to the fight to

revitalize Native Nations culture and directly impact the
55 Henry Giroux, "Hegemony, Resistance, and the Paradox of Educational
Reform," Interchange on Educational Policy Volume 12 Number 2, Issue 3
(1981): 18-19.
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struggle for sovereignty.

Support for the Native Nations'

claims to sovereignty increases after exposure of the true

practices and living conditions that existed at boarding
schools,

which is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
EFFECTS OF SUBORDINATION

Continuing the demonstration of culturicide,

this

chapter will further show how the obliviousness of a
society's perceived superiority,

or the outright refusal to

recognize the legitimacy of others,

claimed the lives of

many Native America children who were attending boarding
schools.

This section will give evidence of policies at

schools that were incorporated to assist Native Nations in
transitioning into mainstream America,
impact did little,

but the overall

as these children continued to suffer at

these educational institutions. The Sherman Institute in

California was promised to be the superior example of
Native American education and was supposed to be a place

for other schools to mimic,

yet this school also witnessed

the declining health of students and watched as its

cemetery was filled with the bodies of young children.
The very nature of the schools created a natural

conflict between young children in the classrooms,
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forcing

them to deal with culture conflicts at a sensitive age.56

Internalizing these issues,

as children often do,

creates a

potentially harmful environment for the mental well-being

of a child that ultimately can lead to a melancholy and
severe depression.

The children's removal from their home

allows for feelings of separation anxiety;

combined with

the belief that the children are not equal to the
mainstream society,

self-conception,

this potentially led to a negative

creating the environment for physical

decline.57 In modern times,

physical illnesses,

stress is linked to many

and post-analysis of the data

representing the physical decline of Native American
children attending boarding schools supports an argument

that the stress was so overwhelming for these children that

some could not survive. Looking at the scholarly findings
on how low self-esteem58 in children can have an impact on
their physical existence and applying it to Native American
children explains how so many became ill on several

56 Carl Locust, "Wounding The Spirit: Discrimination and Traditional
American Indian Belief Systems," Harvard Educational Review 58, no. 3
(1988): 315-330.
57 Steven Parker, "Native Americans: The Facts," HealthGuidance.org
(2012). http://www.healthguidance.org/entry/6323/1/Native-AmericansThe-Facts.html .
50 Michael Marmot, "Self-esteem and Health, Autonomy, self-esteem, and
health are linked together" BMJ 327 (September 13, 2003).
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occasions.59 The mental stress caused by the boarding school
process was not the only contributing factor to the
declining health of Native American children; poor living

conditions at the institutions impacted the mortality rates
as well.

The Result of Boarding Schools
Of all the malignancies embodied in twentieth-century

U.S.

Indian policy,

the schools were arguably the

worst. The profundity of their destructive effects
upon native people,
collectively,

both individually and

not only in the immediacy of their

operational existence but in the aftermath as well,
was and remains by any reasonable estimation
incalculable.60

This quote encompasses the unhealthy,

dangerous

environment of Native American boarding schools and the

immeasurable damage they inflicted upon the children forced

to attend them.

Boarding schools' main focus was not on

academic education.

It did not take long for students to

59 Danielle Hornett, "Elementary-Age Tasks, Cultural Identity, and the
Academic Performance of Young American Indian Children," Action In
Teacher Education volume 12, no.3 (1990): 43-49.
60 Churchill, Kill the Indian, 45.
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realize that the boarding school was an unsafe environment.
Because of this assimilation system,

which alienated them

by removing Native American children from their homes and

natives were easily overlooked for

communities,

Schools throughout Southern

consideration of basic rights.

California recognized issues of medical care,

such as those

identified in the letters of Harwood Hall and Frank Conser,

two superintendents in the early 1900s.
for a new school to be built,

and he eventually saw it

opened in the city of Riverside.

Institute,

Hall also lobbied

It was named the Sherman

and it changed the history of boarding schools

by -focusing on providing a better environment for learning.

To do this,

the Sherman Institute looked into how to

provide medical care when disease spread through the school

and what kind of preventative care to offer students.'
Native American boarding schools were not well known
for their standards of healthcare; their focus on
assimilation allowed for other standards to fall to the

side.

In 1904,

Harwood Hall,

the superintendent of Sherman Institute,

wrote that "students pass a physical exam
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then go into a state of physical decline thereafter";61 this

is an example of how the physical care of Native Americans
was not a high priority at boarding schools.

Examples of

overlooking standards span from the opening of the schools

during the 1890s to the early 1920s,

during which time

letters from faculty were written that repeatedly requested

more money to purchase more food for the students.

conditions eventually led to children dying,

These

and officials

at the Bureau of Indian Affairs realized something needed

to be done.

Students'

health was as important as the

facility's learning conditions,

rate was so high,
U.S.

and because the mortality

relations were falling apart between the

government and the Native Nations.

Relations continued

to fail because of the refusal by many parents to allow
children to attend these schools,

which alerted the

government to the fact that without change it would not be

able to assimilate Native Americans.62

In moving toward improving the schools for Native
American students,

government officials acknowledged that

the lack of an adequate budget left the program struggling

61 Harwood Hall, Annual Report of the Superintendent of Sherman
Institute, Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific Southwest
Region, Perris, California, 1904.
62 Keller, Empty Beds, 12.
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to provide for and maintain student health along with a
solid education.

The Native American education system

designed by the United States was developed rapidly and
implemented all over the country.

Its purpose was to begin

the speedy assimilation of Native Nations, because the

faster this system took hold among the native peoples

communities the faster the government would no longer have

to deal with arguments about sovereignty.' Originally, most

of the schools were vacant buildings and abandoned Army
barracks that were inadequate in providing warmth and

suitable lighting for educational purposes,

and sanitation

was often an issue.63 As a result of a stereotype that

Native Americans have a natural physical weakness compared
to the white man,

Bureau of Indian Affairs officials often

blamed the sudden death of students on their physical
characteristics as opposed to recognizing that this

environment would kill any young person. After William J.

McConnell was appointed Indian inspector by President

William McKinley,

schools were allowed to hire a medical

director responsible for helping improve their sanitary

63 Scott Riney, The Rapid. City Indian School, 1898-1933 (Norman, OK:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1999), 44-71.
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conditions.64 McConnell also lobbied to have the Bureau of

Indian Affairs hire a sanitary engineer to renovate new and
Funding for boarding schools continued to be

old buildings.
insufficient,

but after the appointment of McConnell the

process of change began.

The Sherman Institute became the new model in the

education of Native Nations,

and was a step toward

completing the government's goal of assimilation. The
Sherman Institute attempted to make good on its promise of
improving the health of Native American students and

reverse the stigma that labeled boarding schools as
unhealthy,

unclean places where children died.

The Sherman

Institute managed to maintain an environment that was
recognized as a healthy living condition for its students,

which contributed to its low mortality rate.

It is possible

that its location in Riverside and the support of local
Riverside officials contributed to this higher level of
student health.

In one of his letters,

Superintendent Hall

reported that Riverside offered to provide water at no cost

to the school before it was even built. This generous
offering played a major role in student health,

considering

64 Robert A. Trennert Jr., The Phoenix Indian School, Forced
Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935 (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1988), 101-09.
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clean water provided by the city was a luxury for the

school, which was originally located in and named the
Perris Indian School.

The original school did not have

enough water and because of insufficient resources,

sewage often backed up,

the

which made the Perris Indian School

an unhealthy environment. When the program was moved from

the Perris Indian School to the Sherman Institute in 1902,

Superintendent Hall had achieved his objective of moving
his students out of the unhealthy environment and into what

he hoped would be a vast improvement in comparison to the

Perris location. Although the Sherman Institute in
Riverside showed promise in improving the health conditions

of students,

the government needed to revisit other

boarding schools that were hastily constructed prior to
recognition of the unhealthy effects of crowded conditions.
Although the Sherman Institute was completed in 1902,

Superintendent Hall believed the students needed more.
Given that the primary focus was on the health of the
students,

Hall persuaded government officials to build an

on-campus infirmary and an area in which students could

exercise on the school grounds.

In addition, because the

government was struggling to keep Native American children

at boarding schools,

officials agreed to build improved
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facilities to reduce mortality rates so that Native
American parents felt comfortable sending their children to
the schools.

Hall arranged for facilities to be built so

children could exercise and maintain a higher level of
cleanliness.

He also fought for baths in the dormitories,

which were installed in 1906; when they were finished,

proposed a bathhouse to maintain the children's health.

he
By

1916 Superintendent Hall proposed having a gymnasium built

in hopes that more indoor activity would protect the
children from dust that floated around and carried

diseases.

Since health conditions at the boarding schools

were improving,

Superintendent Hall was able to shift the

focus to providing preventative medical care for students.65

Although the Sherman Institute opened in 1902,

it was

not until 1905 that a building was constructed with the

intent to service the health needs of the students.

Superintendent Hall had not proposed a healthcare facility
prior to this because he believed that Riverside's
environment provided an atmosphere that kept children

healthy.

Even though Superintendent Hall did not ask for a

medical facility to be built when he was requesting that
65 Harwood Hall, Various Letters from 1902-1909, Correspondence with the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Record Group 75, National Archives,
Pacific Southwest Region, Perris, California.
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the school be erected in Riverside,

Bureau of Indian

Affairs officials did not suggest construction of one
either,

which showed the truly low priority placed on

student health.

In 1904 there was a typhoid epidemic that

severely devastated the Sherman Institute. The sick
children were left in the dormitories with the other

students, making it easy for disease to spread throughout
the student population. This incident demonstrated that a
medical facility was necessary,

because more than forty

students became sick and several died. When the healthcare
building was completed,

the interior section consisted of

three stories with forty rooms along with a play room in
the basement.
quarantined,

This allowed the students who fell ill to be

thus preventing the spread of disease and

providing an area for them to rest while healing.

Incidents like these encouraged the government to
focus on lowering mortality rates at boarding schools

through providing medical care for students.

Unfortunately,

because assimilation was still the main target,

providing

adequate healthcare staff and gaining admittance to
hospitals were not high on the priority list,

students susceptible to chronic illness. Also,

low pay,

leaving

due to the

it became apparent that staffing proper medical
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personnel would be complicated.

often contracted at the schools,

Physicians and nurses were
and some employees viewed

this work as a sentence rather than an opportunity,

or they

believed that they were trapped at a low-paying job.

Jobs

at the various Native American boarding schools were
stable,

yet because of the low pay, medical staff was

constantly rotating.

This was the case for most schools,

including the Sherman Institute,

that were trying to

improve health standards among Native American students.
Although the Sherman Institute was a vast improvement
over other Native American boarding schools,

it was no

stranger to overcrowding or disease epidemics.

The students

were fed inadequate diets in comparison to what was needed

to maintain a healthy standard of living,

and overworked

students with a poor immune system were expected to fight

off disease in increasingly overcrowded dorms,

a factor

overlooked by the substandard medical service.66 With all
this publicity garnering the attention of more than just

the students'

parents,

the government recognized that

changes must be made to end the mistreatment of the Native

66 Lewis Meriam et al., The Problem of Indian Administration: Report of
a Survey Made at the Request of Hubert Work, Secretary of the Interior
and Submitted to Him, February 21, 1928 (Baltimore, MD: The Lord
Baltimore Press, 1928), chapter 1.
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American children attending boarding schools.

From the

opening of the Sherman Institute in 1902 until the 1920s,

stories about illnesses and mishaps that caused physical as

well as emotional damage to students filled letters from
superintendents to government officials.

There are also

letters written by the students and a few articles in the

Sherman Bulletin that attempted to alert students to be
In the history of the Sherman Institute,

careful.
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diseases were reported to have reached the level of
epidemic,

including smallpox, measles,

diphtheria,

typhoid fever,

exception of measles,

chickenpox,

and Spanish influenza. With the

chickenpox,

occurred on a regular basis,

and diphtheria,

which

the illnesses happened less

often.67
In the opening year of the Sherman Institute a
devastating epidemic took place.

In 1902,

a smallpox

epidemic arose when a student attending the school who had
not been vaccinated spread the disease,

forcing a

quarantine of the dormitories after the disease spread to
forty-five students.

Parker,

Superintendent Hall and Dr. Ashley S.

head of the school's medical staff,

quarantine that lasted two weeks,
67 Keller, Empty Beds, 121.
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set up a

in which students could

not enter or leave the premises.

hospital at the time;

The school did not have a

therefore the constructed quarantine

area was a series of tents outside the dormitories.58
Superintendent Hall hired two nurses and Dr.

Parker to

vaccinate and perform a medical examination on all students

and employees at the school.

Following the epidemic,

a

program was instituted that required all students entering
the Sherman Institute to receive a smallpox vaccination.
This incident proved this disease to be so devastating that

by 1913,

federal regulations were in effect requiring all

students to receive the smallpox vaccination before
entering any school.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs still

maintains records for these vaccinations and examinations

of students and employees of many boarding schools.

Only

one instance of typhoid fever occurred at the school;
1904,

in

forty-two students became ill by contamination in the

drinking water

(many residents in Riverside were also

affected) .59 Spanish influenza came in October 1918 and
lasted until January 1919,

Sherman Institute.

killing 569 students at the

The disease was not only found at the68
69

68 Parker to CIA, May 1909.
69 Report on Indian School in Riverside , California, August, 1905,
Regarding Student Health, Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific
Southwest Region, Perris, California.
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■Sherman Institute;

million,

Spanish influenza had infected 525

and 21 million died across the United States.70

These were not the only diseases to strike the Sherman

a few more epidemics spanned the decades.

Institute;

Measles,

diphtheria,

the Sherman Institute,

and chickenpox raised concerns at

yet a secondary pneumonia infection

posed the greatest threat to student health,
Dr.

according to

Parker. Measles was common throughout the United States

among children,

schools.

especially Native Americans in boarding

The Sherman Institute was no exception, with

measles outbreaks recorded in 1904,

1921;

1909,

1914,

1916,

and

an average of about sixty students fell ill per

outbreak.

It was common for children to die from secondary

infections resulting from measles,
tuberculosis.

illness but,
infections,

such as pneumonia and

Quarantines always attempted to contain the

because of the strength of the secondary
it was common for at least one student to die

per outbreak.71 72 Diphtheria occurred four times in the

70 "Spanish Influenza at Sherman Institute," Arlington Times, October
11, 1918.
71 Frank Cosner, "Letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis
Leupp, Expressing Concern for the Welfare of Students at the Sherman
Institute," January 1911, Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific
Southwest Region, Perris, California.
72 "General Correspondence Sent Indian Affairs Office, Classified
Sherman Institute Student Cases," Record Group 7'5. National Archives,
Pacific Southwest Region, Perris, California.
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school's history,

1907,

including 1907,

1910,

1921,

and 1922.73 In

the number of students who suffered from diphtheria

was unknown;

Superintendent Hall recorded that the children

became ill and there was no medicine readily available to

treat them.74 During the 1910 outbreak,
ill with diphtheria and Dr.
and Superintendent Conser,

administrator,

In 1921,

Roblee,

150 students became

the school's physician,

the school's second

quarantined the school and treated the sick.

375 students fell ill,

and all were administered

the Schick test to confirm their illness.75 Like measles,
chickenpox was very common throughout America,

and cases of

widespread outbreaks were frequent among boarding schools.

The number of students who became ill is unknown,

but the

Sherman Bulletin included a section telling students to
avoid touching each other to prevent the spread of the
disease.

Students who became ill received treatment at the

hospital; because chickenpox was more of an irritation than

a sickness,
disease.

no students were reported to have died from the

Diseases are found throughout the world,

and

73 Annual Reports from the Superintendents of the Sherman Institute,
Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific Southwest Region, Perris,
California.
74 Hall to CIA, 25 June 1907, Record Group 75, National Archives,
Pacific Southwest Region, Perris, California.
75 Conser to CIA November 1921, Record Group 75, National Archives,
Pacific Southwest Region, Perris, California.
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according to Dr.

Parker, pneumonia posed the greatest

threat to the students,

surpassing the other epidemics that

plagued the Sherman Institute.76 Dr.

Parker believed that

pneumonia could rapidly spread through the school,

order to prevent it,

so in

he recommended that any student who

showed symptoms be sent to the hospital immediately.
Although pneumonia was dangerous,

tuberculosis had the

ability to spread just as easily,

bringing death with it.

With all the illnesses that had occurred at one time

or another at the Sherman Institute,

tuberculosis seems to

be the most common within the Native American populations.

Native Americans are reported to have fallen victim to

tuberculosis ever since 1492,

when Columbus first arrived,

and continuing into the 1900s.

Tuberculosis occurs in

places with overcrowded living and unsanitary conditions in

which healthcare is not readily available to prevent and
treat the disease. Tuberculosis was common throughout

boarding schools and America,

and the number of cases of

tuberculosis was higher than that of any other disease due

to a lack of knowledge about its source and how it spread
through populations.

Like diseases of old, many societies

76 Ashley S. Parker, Letter to Dr. J. A. Murphy, Medical Inspector, May
8, 1909, Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific Southwest Region,
Perris, California.
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were still convinced that pockets of bad air were bringing
in the disease and causing it to spread.

In letters from

superintendents and physicians from various boarding
schools to officials at the Bureau of Indian Affairs it is

evident that no one truly knew what spread the disease or
how to combat it.77 The Sherman Institute maintained a lower

tuberculosis incidence than the majority of other Native
American schools in the country. This showed that the staff

and the environment in which the school was located
provided a higher level of health than many other schools.

For the Sherman Institute to maintain this higher level of
health for its students, medical coverage needed to expand

to include preventative care.
Since America's focus during the early 1900s included

health issues,

correspondence between superintendents and

the Bureau of Indian Affairs officials happened regularly.

Letters discussed the devastating effects of tuberculosis,

making preventative healthcare essential in boarding

schools and throughout the country.

Ignoring the emphasis

on student health because of a desire to fill all schools

to capacity and assimilate Native American children faster,
77 Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior, July
1901, Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific Southwest Region,
Perris, California.
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often superintendents would enroll children who appeared

ill.

This made preventative care more important to keep

illnesses from spreading throughout the schools and slowing
the assimilation process.

The concept of fulfilling maximum

enrollment forced government officials to mandate that all

children must be physically sound to enter the school,

meaning they had to be approved by a physician.
Superintendents were instructed in the government
regulations written by Dr,. Murphy,

which stated that if a

student became ill and it appeared that the illness would
not subside in a timely manner,

the student must be sent

home to preserve the health of the other students and the

faculty.

Prevention was spearheaded by observation;

therefore both faculty and staff,

not just physicians,

were

encouraged to report on student health whenever they

believed it necessary. As time progressed,

nutrition was

incorporated into preventative care because food is a key

factor in a person's health status. After recognizing that
food was not merely a necessity to live but that it also

had an effect on the health status of students,

the Bureau

of Indian Affairs assigned officials to begin adjusting
diets so that Native American students were able to

maintain their health and develop strong bodies.
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The new superintendent of the Sherman Institute,
Conser,

took over in 1909.

Frank

He deemed the medical facility

that was erected in 1905 under Superintendent Hall's

supervision to be substandard. Conser did not believe the
school had a proper environment for children to maintain

their health and learn.

Apparently the government agreed

with Superintendent Conser,

because an act of Congress in

1910 appropriated $15,000 for a new hospital.78
Superintendent Conser sought to cut the cost of the new
hospital by eliminating the ventilation system,

the first story by six inches,

lowering

and substituting metal

roofing in areas that could not be seen by people walking
around the facilities.

1912,

The new hospital was completed in

and Conser viewed it as superior to facilities found

in the average small city.79 The new hospital boasted of

having up-to-date technology and a medical staff on duty

that provided care not only for students,

but also the

employees and Native Americans from nearby reservations who
could not afford medical care.80 Even though the facility

78 Frank Conser, Annual Report to Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
October 1910, Record Group 75, National Archives, Pacific Southwest
Region, Perris, California.
79 Conser, CIA AR, 1912.
80 Conser, CIA AR, 1916,
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was then modern, maintaining reliable staff was still an

issue.
To combat staffing issues, many physicians were
contracted to handle the healthcare issues for students,

yet they were not required to pass a civil service
examination,

allowing for the hiring of less-than-adequate

physicians to care for students and Native Americans from
the local reservation. Other employees at the boarding

schools were most often hired because of their connections
in the political realm,

not necessarily because of their

education and knowledge.

Prior to employment,

evaluations

of physicians and teachers alike revealed that many had
troubled pasts and sought positions at these schools as a

way to escape their problems, both personal and
professional.

By the twentieth century,

employees of Native

American boarding schools had gained reputations throughout
America for being lazy drunks who worked there to hide out
from mainstream society.

schools,

Physicians at all boarding

contracted or full time,

were required to complete

thorough examinations of all employees and their families

who lived on the grounds,

which shows that the health of

the students was becoming a priority.
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The new hospital that was built in 1912 at the Sherman
Institute had modern x-ray equipment and provided advanced

surgical procedures that delivered a higher level of
medical care than previously seen in Native American

boarding schools. A setback to proper medical care was the

lack of surgical tools physicians needed for the treatment
of various conditions students were inflicted with.
Superintendent Conser eventually requested an emergency
authorization of funds for the purchase of these

instruments.81 Although the hospital was new,

many

physicians often complained that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs had a supply list that was outdated and lacked many

of the supplies needed to provide medical care for the
children. As the boarding schools were expanding and
updating their medical facilities,

healthcare options

looked to include vision and dental coverage.
With expanding medical advancements,

vision and dental

were portions of healthcare not previously recognized at
the Native American boarding school hospital.
became a growing concern,

Eye care

so physicians began performing

exams and prescribing glasses for Native American students.

Superintendent Conser reported that he found a physician
81 Conser, CIA AR, 1913.
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who would only charge five dollars per examination,

as

opposed to the $3.15 it would cost for an outside physician

to be sent in.

Conser stated that he believed the five-

dollar charge would more than compensate for immediate eye
care,

as opposed to waiting days or weeks for an outside

physician to be located and sent.82 As dental care swept
through the United States it was only appropriate that the

Native American boarding schools incorporate some kind of

program too. As a result,

the first documented dental

program was established in 1911.

Superintendent Conser took

it upon himself to establish a dental system called the
California Association of Dentists in Riverside.83 To
support the growing demand for dental care in Native

American boarding schools,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs

created dental staff positions.

These people would travel

to different schools throughout the country providing care.

As the importance of dental care became a higher priority,
boarding, schools all over the U.S.

emphasized that everyone

should take dental hygiene seriously and brush on a regular
basis,

time.

but incorporating this routine was going to take

These new eye exams and dental recommendations were

82 Conser, CIA AR, 1916.
83 Conser, CIA AR, 1913.
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incorporated into the healthcare system as a prevention

method to keep students healthy and stop diseases before
they could infect multiple students.

Preventative healthcare was incorporated into boarding
schools with the notion that student mortality rates would

decrease because prevention promoted a higher level of
overall health. All superintendents,

but also across the spectrum,

not just in California

often used healthcare issues

as a way to seek funding. Many superintendents claimed that
all facilities and programs within the school affect the
health of the students,

which allowed additional money to

be allocated to their school system.

Superintendents Hall

and Conser were no exception; both often used the same

method to receive funding at the Sherman Institute. As a
result of superintendents using healthcare as a means to
increase budget size,

students were provided education on

personal preventative measures. Attempts to teach personal
hygiene focused on cleanliness to prevent disease,

and it

was not just in boarding schools for Native Americans, but

a priority for all Americans.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs used health education to
convince the government that assimilation was occurring at

a rapid rate.

Showing government officials that native

80

students were complying with new standards of hygiene

Through

indicated that they were becoming Americanized.

health education the argument was made that a clean Native

American was a civilized one,

and to be fully assimilated a

Native American must understand proper hygiene.

The

government hoped education and preventative health would

further decrease the already-lowered mortality rate of
students at school as well as increase attendance,

which

would demonstrate the importance of boarding school

education to the reservation Native Americans.

The ability

to spread this important knowledge rested with the
boarding-school children,

and Dr.

Joseph Murphy,

who was in

charge of standardizing healthcare in 1909 for all boarding
schools,

said,

"The Indian children will be the best

promoters of ideas in homes and will be able,
training received in school,

through the

to advance all efforts along

other lines."84 One example demonstrating adherence to

government-mandated assimilation and promoting health
education is at the Sherman Institute,

Hall,

according to his letters,

where Superintendent

did not deviate from the

curriculum provided by the government.

Hall identified that

34 Joseph F. Murphy, "The Prevention of Tuberculosis in the Indian
Schools," Journal of Proceedings and Addresses, National Education
Association of the United States volume 10, no. 37(1909): 369.
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the only added lesson was for teachers to lead breathing
exercises throughout the day in order for students to

inhale the healthy Riverside air.

written by Dr.

schools,

Government regulations

Joseph Murphy instructed all boarding

not just the one under Superintendent Hall's care,

to prohibit students from sharing soap,

toothbrushes,

or

towels because disease is spread via direct contact with

shared supplies.
hygiene,

To further spread these ideas about

the Sherman Institute allowed students to compose

a health-related newsletter.
Another example of the Sherman Institute promoting
preventative care was the
circulating in 1907.

topics,

the

Sherman Bulletin, which began

To promote interest in health-related

Sherman Bulletin, a newsletter created and

distributed by Native American students,

consisted of

articles discussing healthy personal hygiene and similar

health-related issues.

On the front page and throughout the

publication, many female students who were being trained as
nurses wrote essays on healthcare,

which implies that the

newsletter was actively read and had an impact on students
regarding the importance of personal health and hygiene.

To

further learning about health and hygiene through the use

of visual aides,

in 1911 the Bureau of Indian Affairs gave
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films to boarding schools that showed students examples of

healthy and unhealthy hygiene.

Dr.

Ferdinand Shoemaker was

responsible for showing the films to students and giving

short lectures on the material.
discussed ventilation,

Dr.

Shoemaker's lectures

disposing of garbage,

and

sterilization of eating utensils and the water supply.

Guides were also sent to the school, which Superintendent

Conser circulated to staff members and copied into the

Sherman Bulletin. These guides emphasized the importance of
hygiene and healthcare. After exploring and teaching

students about the various factors that impact health,

the

next features addressed included exercise and developing
the immune system.

In 1909,

when Conser became

superintendent at the Sherman Institute,

he found that Hall

had neglected the physical stimulation that students needed

to help maintain a strong immune system.

Conser believed

that exercise was an important part of preventative health

and integrated exercise and play into the curriculum.
During Conser's tenure he began a football team,
for boys,

baseball

and basketball for girls to teach teamwork and

fair play as well as maintain a high level of exercise.
Sherman Institute participated in all these programs,
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The

teams,

and measures, which significantly improved Native

American boarding school conditions.

Boarding schools gained a negative reputation because
of the substandard living and teaching conditions provided

to Native Americans. Government legislation and
superintendents'

dedication to improving schools in order

to accommodate the growing assimilation struggle for Native
Nations forced the standards at educational and health

facilities to improve.

With preventative care and a new

focus on physical health,

the boarding schools to help

those students who appeared to embrace the coercive
assimilation into mainstream America.

This was only another

form of rationalizing the mistreatment of native people.

Instead of removing the desire to maintain their tribal

values and destroying the sovereignty of these nations,

a

strong and secret attachment to the sacred ceremonies and
languages of Native Nations was developing among those

attending boarding schools.

By forcing the teaching of

American values and attempting to eliminate tribal values
by convincing students they have no place in modern day,

students found more significance in tribal values that they
considered important.

This led to the emergence of a

revitalization of Native Nations'
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cultures. By gaining

control of boarding schools and creating their own

educational facilities in the 1980s,

Native Americans have

been able to focus on educating their children using the
core values representing culturally responsive teaching.

This recognizes the validity of cultural heritage and will
affect students'

attitudes toward learning material,

allowing them to deem it worthy content that should be part

of the curriculum.85 They were looking to replace the
curriculum created by the U.S.

government,

which had

positioned itself as the legitimate culture to emulate

because it is comprised of the dominant group,

and had

excluded the real concerns of many students from the
subordinate Native Nations.86

85 Gay, Culturally Responsive Teaching, 130-34.
86 Henry Giroux, "Theories of Reproduction and Resistance in the New
Sociology of Education: A Critical Analysis," Harvard Educational
Review 53, no. 3 (1983): 252-68.
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CHAPTER FOUR

REVITALIZATION OF NATIVE NATIONS

This last section will examine the success of Native

Americans in regards to higher education and their fight to

regain sovereign authority over tribal lands.
their education,

Utilizing

Native Americans have been able to bring

legal action against some states to regain sovereign
control over tribal lands.
sovereignty,

By fighting to regain

some Native Nations have been able to see

financial gains in their communities through casino gaming.

They also continue to fight for cultural sovereignty in
hopes that they will be allowed to practice Native American

ceremonies and beliefs without persecution by the
government or mainstream society. The issue of sovereignty,
in regards to Native American gaming,

debated,

has remained highly

as some tribes have managed to generate vast

wealth while others have seen no such advancement. A
downside to this wealth is that parts of mainstream society

believe that all Native Americans have become rich off
gaming casinos.

The truth of the matter is that many Native

Americans still represent some of the poorest people in the
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nation,

and only small percentages have completed

university degree programs.

Coercive assimilation did not have the lasting effect
intended,

and Native Americans established the self-

determination movement after realizing they were in danger

of losing their culture completely. This realization,

along

with the desire to regain their tribal lands for the

purpose of rebuilding Native American communities,

led to a

rise in the awareness of substandard conditions at Native

American boarding schools.

The awareness revealed that

schools were underfunded and needed increased government
support to improve the educational and living situation for

Native American students. With the exposure of deplorable
conditions at Native American boarding schools and the

establishment of the self-determination movement,

the U.S.

government addressed the policies concerning Native

American communities and their effects.
Understanding that Native Nations were not going to

give up on their culture completely to join American
society,

the U.S.

government made changes to policies in

the 1930s that began to affect Native Americans in a

positive way.

These changes were in response to The Problem
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of Indian Administration,81 a document created by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs administration for Hubert Work,

secretary of the interior in 1928.

the

This report gave

detailed descriptions of the appalling conditions of Native
American life on reservations.

The report also showed how

government-operated boarding schools only focused on
vocational training and failed to provide Native American

youth with cultural training to keep up the traditions of
their people.

This report became the starting point for an

in-depth look into how the U.S.

Native Americans.

government was mistreating

It also brought to light the cultural

genocide that was taking place and the need to end it to
preserve the Native American people and their traditions.

Termination Policy

To counteract the mismanagement of Native Nations,

the

House Concurrent Resolution 108 Policy was created in 1953
to allow native people to assimilate on their own without
the constant oversight of the government. Also known as the
Termination Policy,
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it designated that Native Americans

were no longer considered wards of the federal government

87 Lewis Merriam and Ray Brown, The Problem of Indian Administration
{Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1928).
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and responsibility for Native American programs passed to
state governments.88 The law was designed to give
jurisdiction over civil and criminal offenses for the

states of Minnesota,

Oregon, Wisconsin,

and California,

of which had large indigenous populations at the time.

all
The

termination of a connection to the federal government and

the decision to force Native Nations to deal with state

government were among the final attempts to break the

desire to maintain sovereignty.

Following implementation of

the House Concurrent Resolution 108 Policy, many
reservations in the previously mentioned states were

abolished.

The land was then redistributed to tribal

members as individuals.

The Termination Policy not only

affected the cultural way of life for native people but

also economically devastated reservation inhabitants by
cutting them off from federal aid. Without federal aid
native people could not survive and therefore would have to

■merge into mainstream society and give up their tribal
values.

The House Concurrent Resolution 108 Policy was so

devastating that a decade later it was reversed. As a

result of the self-determination movement,

reform began

8B Paul Boyer, Native American Colleges : Progress and Prospects (San
Francisco: Joss^y-Bass Publishers, 1997), 28-35.
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that sought to reestablish Native American communities by
granting control of the land back to the tribes,
the Dawes Act.

undoing

In addition to regaining tribal authority

over native lands,

the creation of the Wheeler-Howard

Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 addressed self

governance, which affected the sovereignty of Native
Americans.

The establishment of new government policies

such as these was meant to aid native people and brings a
coalition of tribes and the federal government together to

create additional policies that would help Native Americans
reestablish their communities. Although Native Americans

were gaining the ability to govern themselves, native
empowerment was not the outcome,

as government officials

still maintained control of reservation policies and the
■
oq
curriculum used in the boarding schools.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs reported that in 1933 the
use of education as a means of erasing Native American

culture from native children was no longer part of the

curriculum.89
90 The forced attendance of boarding schools had

eased by 1948,

after amendments to the Indian Act changed

the mandatory requirements for Native American children.

89 Boyer, Native American Colleges, 89-97.
90 Regulations of the Indian Office (Washington, DC: Department of
Indian Affairs, 1933).
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Unfortunately,

these changes did not improve the conditions

for the students already living in the facilities. Native

American students did manual labor at the schools,

where it

was presented as training for them to gain skills necessary

to be a part of American society.

The use of students as

forced labor was not the desired outcome for Native
American children.

To offset low funding,

students

maintained the "upkeep of the schools which had a severe
impact on their academic and social development."91 It was
not until the end of the 1950s that Native American schools

received bigger budgets and no longer used students as

forced labor to maintain their facilities. An increase in
teacher training and an improved education system began to

support tribal culture through education. Although
government policy allowed boarding schools to offer Native
American cultural training,

the Native American people

still associated boarding schools with the destruction of

their culture.

By the 1950s,

when the U.S.

government revised the

Indian Act, many Native Nations no longer wanted the

boarding schools to remain open. As a result of the
91 Annual Report of the Superintendent of Sherman Institute, Records of
the Sherman Institute, Record Group 75. National Archives, Pacific
Southwest Region, Perris, California.
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numerous unsettling stories of abuse and a high percentage

of students who no longer associated with their own
heritage, many believed that the schools were doing nothing

more than separating children from their families and
causing a lifetime of emotional damage.

Even though many

Native American communities believed that boarding schools

were destroying their cultural traditions,
when the U.S.

during the 1960s

government began closing schools,

some Native

American bands protested because their children could not

gain an education elsewhere. Although some Native American
bands wanted to keep the only educational resource their
children had access to open,

the majority of boarding

schools closed. After the closure of the schools,

the

combined work of Native Americans and historians led to a
greater awareness of the destruction that boarding schools

caused to Native American culture.

This devastating

information about the elimination of Native American
culture became the basis for legal settlements.92
After the distribution of information about the damage

that the boarding school system caused Native Americans,

tribal governments sought to bring awareness to and
92 David Adams, Education for Extinction; American Indians and the
Boarding School Experience 1875-1928 (Lawrence, KS: University Press of
Kansas, 1995), 335-39.
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reestablish pride in the Native American culture.93 The

self-determination movement argued that Native Americans
should be in control of their own policymaking as a result

of the sovereign rights given by the federal government.
Native Americans began strongly protesting government
control of the school system and wanted ultimate authority

over their education so Native American children could be

instructed in the curriculum they saw fit.

The protestors

argued that "schools ran by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

only continued to support the cultural genocide of Native
Americans."9495

The self-determination movement created an opportunity
for tribal councils to assume greater control over their

communities,

reducing the influence of the federal

government.
The movement gathered strength as it became a strong
political force that pursued the reconstruction of the
Native American culture. With leaders from tribal

communities,

Native American people began to create their

own educational system to meet the needs of their people,

93 Reyhner and Eder, American Indian Education, 324-29.
94 "Cultural Genocide Allegations," CBC News, March 9th, 1999.
95 Boyer, Native American Colleges, 20-30.
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offering curricula in native traditions and culture.96 In
more recent times,

as Native Americans have gained strength

and acknowledgment throughout the United States, more
reports of abuse and mistreatment of Native Americans at

the boarding schools have been brought forward and led to

prominent court cases in which large monetary sums were
paid to tribal groups.

The continued struggle of Native

Americans in achieving a higher standard of education is

still relevant today.

America's solutions to the perceived "Indian problem"
led to a virtually complete cultural genocide for Native
Americans.

Each policy and practice that was established,

from boarding schools to the separation of tribal lands,

further dissolved the Native American community and
culture.

It was not until the Native American people found

strength in each other that they banded together and

brought awareness to the crimes committed against their

people.

This has led to the creation of research programs

like the National Boarding School Healing Project, which

led to an estimated $3 million study done through the
University of Washington and the Tulalip Tribes in an

96 Jeffery Passel, The Growing American Indian Population, 1960-1990:
Beyond Demography (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1996), 79102.
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effort to revive tribal culture.97 The sad reality is that

today the U.S.

government has failed to acknowledge the

destruction caused to Native American culture and has only
half-heartedly offered reparations through government
programs.

Although education and numerous government polices
attempted to eliminate the Native American heritage,

their

perseverance and self-determination prevented the

extinction of their culture.

assimilation,

the U.S.

Under the guise of

government actively participated in

cultural genocide toward the native people.

This was done

through an educational system designed to destroy their
culture and government policies that,

while providing

citizenship and making Native Americans individual

landholders,

tore apart the tribal communities and

systematically removed their communal sovereignty.

retrospect,

In

it is not hard to imagine that with the

Americans» belief in their "superior" culture,

the

perception by American intellectuals such as Welsh and

Pancoast that Native Americans possess no culture existed.

They were seen as needing to be "recultured," forced to
97 "Reparations and the American Indian Boarding Schools: A Critical
Appraisal," The Boarding School Healing Project, 2008,
http://www.boardingschoolhealingproject .org/ .
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understand the theories of private property,

and the gift of Christianity.

individualism,

Through perceived efforts to

"help" Native Nations join modern society,

intellectuals

government believed that once they removed the

and the U.S.

attachments to tribal ways,
Americans was assured.

the future survival of Native

Their gains in sovereignty and human

rights were further propelled through higher education.

Higher education has always been a challenge for
Native Americans because of economic,

geographic,

and

social constraints that have limited their secondary

educational success.

Issues like geographic isolation,

combined with limited opportunities to move upward in the

social structure of the United States,

have forced a

significant percentage of Native Americans to maintain

isolation on reservations and in rural areas. A lowparticipation labor force has contributed significantly to
the Native American economic status that has perpetuated
the poverty cycle among tribal societies.

Poverty is

rampant throughout Native American societies,

which have

struggled with social problems like domestic violence,

depression,

substance abuse,

modern times,

and unhealthy diets.

In more

these factors have led to a low desire to

pursue higher education.

The road to higher education for

96

Native Americans is historically complex and challenging
for a people who have already been through so much,

but

recent decades show increased success in secondary

schooling.

In the past access to colleges was limited for some
Native Nations because of their location,

degree-achievement rates.

education system,

With an expanding secondary

Native Americans have several avenues to

look toward in planning their future.

tribal colleges and universities

outreach programs,

Currently thirty-five

(TCUs)

along with mainstream universities,

programs,

resulting in low

are operating,

adult education

and numerous other

institutions that offer Native Americans the opportunity
for advancement. These programs represent important

opportunities for the preservation of a culture and growth

of a people through the ability for social mobility and
economic prosperity for those choosing to pursue higher
education.

Increasing the number of students who achieve

higher education allows economic and social development for

Native American communities.

TCUs were established for

Native American people and offered them the opportunity to

attend colleges suited to their cultural beliefs.

They are

designed to accommodate the higher education needs of

97

Native Americans and offer education to geographically

isolated populations that lack other opportunities for
education beyond the high school level.

These important

educational facilities have become increasingly necessary

to offer Native American students opportunities for higher
education.

These institutions offer a unique experience

that combines individual attention to students with
curricula that encourage Native American cultural

experiences.
TCUs are supported mainly through government funding,

which is required by government policy to provide funding

to universities for Native Americans who pursue higher
education.

Financial assistance for universities with

Native American students began with the passage of Senate
Bill 1017 in 1975,

after which the legislation was put into

law as the Tribally Controlled College or University
Assistance Act of 1978.

Through the Indian Affairs office,

TCUs funded by the Tribally Controlled College or

University Assistance Act allocated funds to twenty-six

higher education institutions for the assistance of Native

American students enrolled at those universities.
process is known as the Indian Student Count,

This

and it is

used to determine the amount of funding provided to
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colleges with Native American students.

The justification

for this law was that Native Americans suffer from
geographic isolation and the tribes have limited access to

educational opportunities.

The primary argument for federal

funding was that no taxes from local residents or state
funding supported schools for Native Americans.

This law

has remained intact and schools are still tribally

controlled;

the Department of the Interior maintains

control of the funding through the Bureau of Indian

Affairs. Native Americans gained more backing later when a
White House initiative focusing on TCUs was established
through presidential orders signed by Presidents Bill

Clinton and George W.

Bush. With presidential backing, more

federal dollars were made available to TCUs.
government sponsorship,

Through

funding was made available from the

Department of Education's Title III Higher Education
Office,

the National Science Foundation,

Commerce,

NASA,

the Department of

the Center for Disease Control,

and other

federal agencies making Native American education a
i

i

priority.

QA

98 Institute for Higher Education Policy, and the American Indian Higher
Education Consortium, Path of Many Journeys (Washington D.C, Maryland:
USA Funds, 2007), 8-13.
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Statistically,

successfully completing college

increases potential lifetime income levels and community
well-being.

This remains true not only for native people,

but also for anyone who accomplishes such a goal.

Students

at TCUs as well as the communities that grow around
colleges generate labor opportunities and contribute

positively to social health on reservations and the
surrounding community.

The mission of and activities at the

colleges have direct benefits to local communities." A

properly staffed school potentially offers social services

and seeks to preserve language and traditions by
encouraging Native Americans to seek out educational
opportunities.
universities,

Unlike traditional colleges and
TCUs are designed as a support system not

just for students but for the community as well.

They offer

many programs to assist in the social and mental well-being

of young scholars and community members,
parenting and family life programs,

including

along with courses that

focus on domestic and community violence prevention as well

as child rearing.

These institutions are so important for

the progress of communities,

not only for Native Americans

99 Mark Gradstein and Justman Moshe, Education, Social Cohesion, and
Economic Growth, American Economic Review, Vol. 92, No. 4, 2002.
Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=361323
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but also for other communities; the very presence of

colleges and alumni encourages postsecondary educational
attainment.100

Although today there are numerous TCUs,

the first

institution to provide Native Americans with culturally

focused curricula was Dine College,
process.

a pioneer of .the TCU

It was one of the first TCUs controlled by Native
entrusted to Navajo tribal rule,

Americans,

open today.

and it remains

It was established in 1968101 with a mission to

educate Native Americans in subjects the Navajo believed
necessary to maintain tribal culture and achieve higher
education.

Tribally controlled institutions offer

accredited programs that cover an array of majors ranging
from business to environmental and social sciences. Most

TCUs are two-year institutes that offer certificates or
associate degrees to students,

along with an understanding

of higher education and potential benefits for their lives

and communities.

For those seeking a bachelor's degree,

nine TCUs are available and two TCUs offer graduate degree

programs.

These colleges provide Native American students

the opportunity to further their education at one school or

100 Education Policy, Path of Many Journeys, 17-22.
101 Dine College, "Mission Statement" (2006), http://www.dinecollege.edu .
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transfer to mainstream institutions. Most TCUs maintain
transfer agreements with four-year institutions that allow

students to branch out and experience different educational
facilities.

Statistical data reveal that Native Americans are
using the opportunity to attend higher educational

facilities.

Modern trends among Native Americans show that

enrollment levels in higher education programs have
increased from 76,100 during the 1970s to 165,900 by
2002.102 By 2003,

18 percent of Native Americans age

eighteen to twenty-four were enrolled in higher education
institutions;103 in addition, Native American college

students who were more likely to only attend a two-year
institution are now enrolling at four-year universities,

making students at four-year institutions the majority in
Native American communities.104 This growth in enrollment

shows a positive increase in the completion of Native
Americans higher education programs,

yet these numbers

102 Boyer, "Native American Colleges," 115.
103 National Center for Education Statistics, Status and Trends in the
Education of American Indians and Alaska Natives (Washington, DC:
United States Department of Education, 2005), 97.
104 American Indian Measures for Success and American Indian Higher
Education Consortium, "Sustaining Tribal Colleges and Universities and
The Tribal College Movement: Highlights and Profiles," Fact Book:
Tribal Colleges and Universities Report (Norwood, Ma: Publisher, 2005),
9-12.
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remain a small percentage of the entire native population.
The largest group to achieve higher education for Native

Americans in 2000 was students age twenty-five and older.105
Although more Native Americans are attending college,
completion of degree programs still remains lower than the

national average.

Native Americans represent the lowest completion rate
of higher education programs in the United States. Native

Americans who live on reservations have a lower attendance

level than those who live off reservations.106 Currently 42
percent of all Native Americans in the United States
complete college,

whereas 35 percent of Native American

students age twenty-five-plus who live on tribal-controlled
lands successfully complete college.107 Comparatively,

nationally only 27 percent of Americans complete a college
degree,

and Americans twenty-five years of age or older

have a 28 percent completion rate as of 2009,
the U.S.

Census Bureau.

according to

In addition to the low completion

105 U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000: American Indian and Alaska Native
Summary File. Current Population Survey, March Supplement. 2004,
Database downloaded through DataFerrett.
106 Stella Ogunwole, We the People: American Indians and Alaska Natives
in the United States (Washington, DC: U.S. Census Bureau, Issued
February, 2006), 4-8.
107 "Student Access, Retention, and Success: Models of Inclusion and
Support," in The Renaissance of American Indian Higher Education:
Capturing the Dream, Anna Ortiz and Iris HeavyRunner (Mahwah, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003), 215-40.
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rates of those living on reservations,

Native Americans

have faced many other challenges in accessing higher
education,

including struggling to find higher education

that coincides with their cultural beliefs.

Obstacles to

completing higher education for Native Americans
intensified when government policies failed to acknowledge
cultural differences and their desire to preserve the

native way of life while attempting to have them blend in

with mainstream society.

The destructive results of

misguided government policy and resistance to assimilation
into American culture created Native American communities

that were stuck in a cycle of poverty and poor health. As a

result of few Native Americans completing college, many
could not provide for themselves and therefore needed to be
supported by the government. Without sufficient income and

supplemental government funding,
American students,

was certain.

the failure of Native

a majority of whom live on reservations,

They had fallen behind in national averages of

enrollment in college and achievement of degrees.108 With
the support of the U.S.

several TCUs,

government through the creation of

advancement has been made in ways that meet

108 Amy Fann, "Tribal Colleges: An Overview," ERIC Digest (2002),
www.findarticles.com/p/ articles/mi_pric/is_200201/ai_1093349201.
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Native American demands for education, which they were

unable to find at mainstream colleges. An increase in the
amount of Native Americans pursuing higher education has

led to more natives completing high school and continuing
on to postsecondary educational opportunities.109

Investing in higher education for Native Americans
will allow for the economic and social development of

Native American communities,

ending their need to be

supported by the government.

Increased enrollment of Native

Americans in higher education programs and completion of

certificates and degrees for personal development benefit
the economic and social welfare of all Americans,

not only

Native American people. After decades of struggling,

the

battle for equality still continues for native people,
higher education is no longer a distant goal.

but

Today with

higher education within their grasp, more Native Americans
are seizing the opportunity with every passing year.
Utilizing education,

Native Nations have pursued legal

rights to practice cultural traditions and do business on

their sovereign land,

which has increased incomes in some

109 Jeanie O'Laughlin, "Financing of Tribal Colleges," ERIC Database
(2002),
http://www.eric.ed.gov/ERICWebPortal/search/detailmini.j sp?_nfpb=true&_
&ERICExtSearch_SearchValue_0=ED477415&ERICExtSearch_SearchType_0=no&acc
no=ED477415 .
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of their communities.

The U.S.

government is the authority

on most matters dealing with issues of sovereignty,

yet

states have authority over taxation of business ventures
within their territory. As a result, Native Americans find

that they are dealing with a dual sovereignty.110 Although
the federal government is supposed to be the only entity to

deal with Native Americans,

states have the ability to

force negotiations of how business,

like casino gaming,

will be maintained within the state's borders due to their
authority on matters of taxation.

The relationship between

the three is complicated and the fight for sovereignty has

led to major victories regarding freedom,
practice cultural traditions,

the right to

and a source of income,

from

which many Native Americans have benefited.

Evidence of violations of sovereign rights go back to
the previously mentioned government policies that sought to
destroy or inhibit the practice of traditions and

ceremonies such as the sun dance.

This evidence included

destructive practices such as cutting the hair of children

attending boarding schools,

removing young Native Americans

from their families and making them attend boarding

schools,

and using policies like the Indian Removal Act and

110 Fenelon, "Dual Sovereignty of Native Nations," 112-25.
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the Dawes Act.

The ban on practicing traditions is a

violation of cultural sovereignty,

and the policies

associated with assimilation can be considered forms of
culturicide,

cultural suppression,

and coercive

assimilation111 because they encouraged the destruction of
Native Nations'

cultures.

These policies that outlawed many

cultural practices were also meant to assist in the
assimilation of Native Americans into their role as

subordinates to the dominant American society,

leaving them powerless.

often

Prior to the civil rights movement

a new policy was created that became the breaking point for
Native Americans.

As mentioned previously,

the Termination

Policy was legislation designed under the concept that
Native Americans would assimilate more easily as

individuals into mainstream society if Congress ended their

dependence on the federal government. 112 Like the boarding
schools that came before it,

the Termination Policy was a

termination of the dependency of Native Americans that

served to further suppress their culture and coerce them
into assimilating into mainstream society through fear of
no longer having sovereignty protecting them.

The

111 Fenelon, Cuituricide, chapter 2.
112 U.S. House of Representatives, Resolution 108 (Concurrent Resolution
of the Eighty-Third Congress, First Session, 1953 Indians).
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Termination Policy helped to assemble Native Americans

together in legal battles to become recognized as a

sovereign people.
One result of the fight for Native American
sovereignty was a business venture that represents an

incredible stimulus of financial wealth. The 1987 Supreme
Court decision to allow Native Americans to run gaming

casinos changed the lives of several Native American
tribes.

"The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act was enacted by

the United States Congress on October 17,

the conduct of gaming on Indian Lands.

1988,

to regulate

Indian Gaming

Regulatory Act establishes the National Indian Gaming
Commission and a regulatory structure for Indian gaming in
the United States."113 As seen in the description,

the term

regulatory creates an issue of dual sovereignty because
states created intricate tax plans that regulate gaming,
which forces Native Americans to negotiate not only with
the federal government but also with the states where

casino gaming takes place.114 This ability to negotiate with
Native Americans has led to states interpreting "these
113 U.S. Congress, Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (Public Law 100-497, Onehundredth Congress SES. 2701, 1988).
114 Gary Anders, "The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act and Native American
Development," in Racial and Ethnic Economic Inequality: An
International Perspective, ed. Samuel L. Meyers, Jr. and Bruce P.
Corrie (Lang, New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2006), chapter 15.
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negotiations as subordination to state sovereignty. As the

struggles continue,

we see similar responses from recent

attempts to close down Indian Gaming in California,

and to

suppress it in other states."115 The states believed that
this was a form of sovereignty for Native Americans,
granting them the ability to come and negotiate with the

state governments for rights to gaming and casinos.

Even through this struggle for sovereignty and
negotiations with two governing bodies,

Native Americans

have recorded that gaming has brought an increase in their

communities'
Presently,

sense of control of their futures.116

there are around 562 federally recognized tribes

and 226 unrecognized tribes, many of which have elected not
to game.

Others do not have the option of gaming due to the

lack of resources or space to build a facility.117 The

impact of Native American gaming has brought huge revenues

that facilitate positive economic improvements for many
Native American tribes.118 As of 2011,

460 gambling

operations are run by 240 different tribes.

The

115 Fenelon, "Dual Sovereignty of Native Nations," 9.
116 Teresa Clay, "Reservation Gaming: A catalyst for Self-Governance for
the Tribes of Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma" (PhD dissertation,
Tennessee State University, 2009), 58-82.
117 Manataka American Indian Council, U.S. Federally Non-Recognized
Tribes, http://www.manataka.org/ page237.html.
118 National Indian Gaming Commission, Gaming Tribe Report, 2011.
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legalization of gaming has allowed more than half of the

gaming tribes to experience major growth in secondary
education completion,
Additionally,

funded by gaming revenues.

most gaming tribes seek to inform other

tribes about the benefits of gaming ventures to generate

increased revenue. As a result of gaming revenues,

some

Native Americans have advanced from being the poorest

people to among some of the richest people in the country.

Only a few Native American tribes,

however,

have gained

vast wealthy through gaming establishments.

The Native American Gaming Association revealed that

revenues generated by gaming are invested into children's
education,

the elderly,

among other things.
billion.

cultural restoration,

and charity,

These revenues total almost $30

Tribes throughout the United States have allocated

revenues from gaming funds to be used to build new schools
and create scholarships for students at all levels.

Many

tribes have joined together to help support education,

not

only for Native Americans but also for all students. The

Barona Band of Mission Indians,

the Kickapoo Tribe in

Kansas,

the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians,

tribes,

and the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux of Minnesota

Oklahoma

have created scholarship programs and assisted the state

110

and federal governments in building schools.
created more opportunities for education,
enrollment,

and expanded knowledge,

Gaming has

increased

leading to a high level

of educational achievement for Native Americans.
The Native American populations associated with gaming
have shown an increase in completion rates at high school,

and there is a significant amount of Native Americans with
postsecondary degrees. While education is growing among

gaming tribes,

it is important to recognize that non-gaming

tribes are also showing an increase in their completion
rates.

Communities in proximity to casino gaming

reservations have seen an increase in the education of the

total population. Through education,

tribal governments are

developing the economic and legal competence necessary to
establish themselves as a viable gaming enterprise.

their educations and gaming revenues,

Using

Native Americans have

placed themselves in a strong political position, with the
ability for tribal governments to expand and gain strength
on the horizon. As tribes pursue the development and

professionalization of their administrative functions,

the

gaming cities and counties benefit from educational growth,
which promotes prosperity not only for Native Americans,
but also for their neighbors.

Increased participation by
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Native Americans in the political sector will bring more

assets to state and federal governments as well as more

recognition to Native American people.119 Though the wealth
gained from tribal gaming is considerable for Native

American communities and has benefitted the neighboring
communities,

the social benefits will not be fully realized

for some time.120

The cultural practices of Native Nations throughout
history contrast with the social norms and cultural

practices of mainstream America. As a result of this
drastic difference,

the two cultures have found themselves

in opposition to the development and future of the nation.

The leadership style of tribal rule seeks to support
activities that will bring greater prosperity to all

members of a tribe.

This contrasts greatly to the

democratic government of the United States, which at times
will create and implement policy even though it assists
only a small portion of the population.

Gaming was a

difficult victory for Native Americans,

yet it is a strong

example of how Native Americans seek to incorporate
119 National Gambling Impact Study Commission, Final Report (Washington,
DC: National Gambling Impact Study Commission, 1999).
120 Leigh Gardner and Katherine Spilde, Harnessing Resources, Creating
Partnerships: Indian Gaming & Divers ificationby the Tulalip tribes of
Washington (Cambridge, MA: John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University, 2004), 15-18.
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political,

economic,

and social development in all things

that affect their future.121 The ability to operate casinos
effectively demonstrates that Native Nations can assimilate

modern systems while maintaining their tribal ideologies of
culture and tradition.

This shows the desire to maintain

the sovereign rights that Native Nations have pursed since
the original European colonization of the Americas began in

the 1400s.

121 Ronald Trosper, "Traditional American Indian Economic Policy," in
Contemporary Native American Political Issues, ed. Troy Johnson (Walnut
Creek, CA: Altamira Press, 1999), 257.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS

Like many indigenous societies around the world,

Native Nations have struggled when faced with a dominant
culture that sought to "assist" them in transitioning into

their role as a subordinate part of the population. Whether
it is outright genocide or various forms of cul.turicide

through coercion,

native people have fought long and hard

to gain the recognition they have today.

The "discovery"

and takeover of America marked one the first racially
created subordinate societies based on the European model

of white democracy.

The model used in America was applied

to many colonies founded by European powers.

New terms like

"indigenous peoples" and "natives" allowed for non
recognition of the inhabitants of the newly colonized areas

and their rights to the land they had lived on for.
generations prior to colonization.

Furthermore,

referring

to them as "savages," "uncivilized," and non-differentiated
cultural groups labeled as "Indians" opened paths for the

U.S.

government to create a legal base that led to the

takeover of the Americas through coercion and destruction

of the original inhabitants.
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Leaving the Stigma Behind

These ideologies of superiority became evident early
in the time of colonization and later,
States was founded.

Belief in ideas like Manifest Destiny

justified the killing of anyone,

people,

when the United

including indigenous

to create a nation that would become a world power.

To establish a total dominance over Native Americans,

federal and state officials stood by as the first Americans
wreaked havoc on Native Nations,

and in fact often paid

them for their destruction and successful killings. The

government's standpoint on equality—or better yet
inequality—for Native Americans created a system for
settlers,

militia, military members,

and government

officials to force the role of a subordinate life upon
Native Americans,

alienating them from the land that was

originally their home.

The creation and implementation of these ideologies
were backed by rationalizations for the injustices used in

the cultural suppression and,

to a greater extent,

genocide of Native Americans,

which primarily centered on

cultural

white beliefs in Indian inferiority. The use of destructive

policies was perceived as forms of cultural genocide
because the United States used culturicide and cultural
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suppression to achieve assimilation.

Looking at what began

as a mission system established by the Spanish during the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

we can see the

origination of the belief in the inferiority of Native
Americans.

This led to a mandatory education system whose

primary goal was to destroy the culture of the Native
Americans by taking young children and training them in the

ideology of the dominant society.

The Native American

education system that was created and maintained by the
U.S.

government until the early 1980s is a piece of

American history about which few people outside of Native

American communities know.

The reasoning for the lack of

knowledge about Native American practices is due to

officials denying responsibility for these actions by
dismissing these policies and events as "mismanagement" by

the U.S.

government.

institutions,

Students'

experiences at these

as well as those of their families who lived

through the various forms of assimilation,

give insight

into the strained relations of Native Americans and the
U.S.

government,

which is rife with events that led to

suffering throughout America's history.

Once it was

established that eradicating Native Americans would be too

costly,

the attempts at assimilation were limited to the
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mindset that Native Americans lacked the mental abilities

to become an equal part of mainstream society. This created

a scenario in which Native Americans found themselves in a
system of rushed assimilation that demanded immediate
results.

Since they were seen as inferior,

the effort to

train and assimilate them was done in a manner that

excluded the needs and wants of Native Americans in favor
of the dominant culture's agenda.

These policies maintained the inferiority of Native
Nations,

which affected not only Native Americans,

but also

convinced mainstream American society that they were the
backward,

inferior race discussed in school.

Keeping Native

Americans separate has maintained the illusion of

inferiority,

and the failure of the U.S.

incorporate Native Americans'

government to

true history into mainstream

education has allowed modern American curriculum and
educational theory to uphold white American superiority
over Native American culture.

"This is evidenced in the

complete rejection of Native American philosophy as being

authentic except as

'primitive'

stereotypical extensions of the
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or

'primal'

orientation,

'noble savage'

syndrome of

earlier years."122 Even today,

these stereotypes still exist

among Americans who lack knowledge and understanding of the

Native American connection to the foundation of the United
States.

This lack of knowledge is due to the effort of the

dominant group,

in this case the U.S.

to create

government,

an educational curriculum that discounts the subordinate

group.123 Today the curriculum for all children should
incorporate the teachings of:
Genocide and Culturicide of Native Nations,

with other U.S.

along

Indian policies such as treaty

making and breaking,

reservations,

civil rights,

federal recognition and/or enrollment issues,

as

soon as and when they learn about the United
States government,

the Civil War,
and II,

the colonial revolutionists,

slavery,

suffrage,

World Wars I

the Civil Rights Movement, Vietnam War,

the Gulf War,

and virtually any other

governmental actions that involves life and

122 James V. Fenelon and Dorothy LeBeau, "Four Directions for Indian
Education Curriculum Models for Lakota and Dakota Teaching and
Learning" (Paper presented at Education, Social Development and
Empowerment among Indigenous Peoples and Minorities: An International
Perspective, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva Israel,
2004).
123 Giroux, "Theories of Reproduction," 252-68.
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death,

social struggle,

and progress toward
■

democracy with respect for sovereignty.
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Trying to establish these concepts of mistreatment and

break the stereotypes attributed to Native Americans is not
easy because it is hard to understand how they feel about
the United States without the experience of being raised in

a Native American home or society. Ever since Columbus
first arrived on these shores over five hundred years ago,
Native Americans have been a vital part of shaping and

Stories of the great American

forming the nation's history.

dream and notions like Manifest Destiny represent the end
of Native Americans'

way of life,

forced its will upon them.

as a dominant society

Today's Native Americans

struggle to regain the lost knowledge of their cultures and
languages while fighting cultural domination in the

mainstream educational system,

which government officials

and clergy believed was doing a service to native people.
Assimilation through education for Native Americans was a
means to an end.

Government officials along with Native

American sympathizers foresaw that education had the*

124 James Fenelon and Dorothy LeBeau, "Genocide and Culturicide of Native
Nations: Teaching Models" (Presentation at the National Indian
Education Association Annual Meetings, Sioux Falls, SD, 2000).
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ability to relieve the government of the responsibility of

caring for Native Americans through assimilation.
Native Americans are known for having resisted
assimilation throughout American history,

which has helped

them maintain traditional values and cultural practices.
Maintaining these beliefs,

in spite of an education system

designed to rid Native Americans of their culture,

created

an internal conflict in the classroom that children were

forced to deal with at a young age—perhaps when they were
too young to understand what was going on.125 The internal

conflict,

as shown previously,

led to forms of melancholy,

which was a danger that existed within the assimilation
process of the boarding school system.

Forcing children to

believe they were somehow inferior to the dominant white
society affected their psyche and assisted in the

deterioration of their physical bodies.

The declining self-

esteem of the children who attended boarding schools sent
ripples through Native American communities.

Today,

the instructors of Native Americans must

comprehend and respect the culture before seeking to
improve it.

To provide a proper education they must

125 Carl Locust, "Wounding the Spirit: Discrimination and Traditional
American Indian Belief Systems," Harvard Educational Review volume 58,
no. 3 (August, 1988): 315-30.
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»

understand the past experiences of Native American

children.126 By removing the misjudgment of transitioning
Native American children into citizens,

the education

system for Native Nations was redefined as an internal

institution operated by Native Americans to preserve their
culture.

Creating a curriculum based on internal models,

the Native American education system today does not try to

avoid or escape the true history of Native Americans,

and

it has incorporated tribal ideology, which improved the

level of education significantly.
Native American education,

Instead of hindering

using this model allowed the

curriculum to develop from the tribal perspectives and open

a pathway for the return of Native American life.127 Much
can be learned from the tribal way of life;

it offers an

education to Native American children that all people
around the world give to their children prior to attending
any other kind of education or training. No matter where

someone is from,

he or she has a connection to the

lifestyle and traditions of his or her community.

Native

Americans should also be afforded the opportunity to share

126 Rornett, "Elementary-Age Tasks," 43-49.
127 Deloria Vine Jr. and David Wilkins, Tribes, Treaties, and
Constitutional Tribulations (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press,
1999), 10-15.
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their own traditional education as an orientation to the
world.
After a long and hard journey,

emerged intact,

Native Nations have

and their culture is a growing beacon of

light for the world to see.

boarding schools,

Using the education gained from

they were able to create a better future

for the next generations.

In modern times,

the educational

system of which Native Americans are a part is proving to

be greatly beneficial to them and their neighbors.

Overall,

positive educational effects have shown that more Native

Americans are able to take advantage of higher educational
opportunities.

Through the revenues generated by gaming,

better facilities for students are being constructed and

supplemental funding for existing educational programs is
being expanded for all Americans.

The goals set forth were

eventually achieved and today, many Native Americans are
becoming educated.

Through gaming on reservation lands,

the

Native American community has become wealthy and gained a
powerful government presence.

Using the education provided

for them through the brutality of boarding schools,

Americans have become lobbyists,

prestigious government positions.

doctors,

Native

and hold

They are well on their

way to becoming a driving force in the future of America.
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Scholars and students alike are becoming aware of the

great diversity in language and culture throughout the

Native American populations. Carelessly given improper

names by Columbus and a careless primitive ideology allowed
the United States to enact policies that led to the theft

of land and the exploitation of Native Americans for
centuries.

Failure to exterminate Native Americans led the

United States'

legislation,

attempt to destroy their culture through

especially the General Allotment Act,

Relocation Act,

and Termination Policy.

To date,

federal

and state governments have denied the claims of genocide
and cultural suppression, waving them off and labeling U.S.

actions as "mismanagement." The government fails to view
the destruction as the tactics of a dominant society to

control Native Americans by placing them into a role of

inferiority and subordination.

support,

With a lack of government

the true history and claims of Native Americans

who suffered under government suppression are mostly

unknown to the general public.

Only through research and

the spread of knowledge will the record of cultural
destruction and the consequences of decades and centuries

of coercive assimilation policies be addressed,
for the true sovereignty of Native Nations.
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allowing

Through perseverance Native Americans have found their
voice in the United States,

rising out of an education

system and policies designed to silence their tongues and

wipe away their culture.

They were able to utilize that

very same education to preserve their heritage and become

the pinnacle of the American dream.

Reflecting on how the

Native American people are looked at today,

it can be seen

that they have gained a major boost to their self-esteem.

Students and parents can see how education,

forced upon them,

even when

can bring about great success.

obvious success of gaming and natives'

The

ever-growing

strength in the political world give hope to the community

that new jobs and perhaps greater revenues can be attained.
Through higher education native people can find their place
in modern times,

and with the assistance of TCUs,

sovereignty can be achieved.
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